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DESCRIPTION OF CHARACTERS 
MARION FROUDE. She is one of those women the 
sight of whom on Fifth avenue, where she has 
been walking, causes foreign ers to exclaim en-
thusiastically that American women are the most 
radiant in the world. She is tall, lithe, indomi-
tably alive. Unlike KuRT, the tears in things 
have warmed without scalding her; she floats 
life like a dancers scarf in perpetual enjoyment 
of all its colors and contours. 
RICHARD KURT. He has the essential audacity which 
comes from having seen the worst happen, from 
having endured the keenest pain. He has the 
hardness of one who knows that he can be dev-
astated by pity, the bitterness which comes from 
having seen, in early youth, justice thwarted and 
tears unavailing, the self reliance which comes 
from having seen everything go in a disordered 
-world save one, stubborn, unyielding core of 
belief-at everything else he laughs. In this alone 
he trusts. He has the intensity of the fanatic 
and the carelessness of the vagabond. 
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BIOGRAPHY 
PROPERTY PLOT 
-~1IetF--=feQr=dinoleum erG:round~Glath. 
1-smal st"f'aighF-bal:!ked-chair B.·R.-Ist and 2nd Acts 
move en tage_ 6 ft.-3rd Act. 
I easel in space below window-Right easelli'n caiters 
on down stage shelf of....easel : 
I glass jar with rl'i -handle. 
I small, round ·pail with wire handle. 
4 paint tubes. 
On upstage shelf of easel: 4 paint tubes. 
Large !ltoelia window triR3:fl'ling~ . 
2 lang gt eel\ fil'!!:fJ es on riRge aREl FJSis hac~ :> 
:fa-ee-..e£ R uraJl I 7flStB:g=e lttlei t!io VO iiJlltfgC 0£ \ 
~-
~anging.,=d:irl.y: -whi-te- stm- cttrtai-ns=m'l=Upper 
see+ien-t7~. 
-t-g-r~H-W-mde-w-Mi·nd-s=te==reH=fr-om-bettom of 
 
~r.:eam=eel&r-e·d::'!h.aJfE::cur:tain~o.w..er--half-of 
lower ~sectien ·of window. 
-I-wirrdpw-seaot:;::wit - :O.w.n:::stage- 3- f-eet- c·ut off (in 
studio /window R.) 
9I?-:window se~_t.-a::Jong 2 or 3 inch thick pad. 
~~-w·t'ndow seat. 
I paint table -on easters agaimt down itag-e egg gf 
window seat. 
I.g paint htBi._ 
T bra·Nn earthenware jar wits 1 4 various . 
.aize f'!lint Qtl.lsse.s.-
'1 BOttle!! of Ott. 
Ii palette hHik 
On~~~it~f-window. 
· I palettcf:' 
I T square. 
2 dt an ing aRgles. 
f ]31i]38F ]3ietars g£ two hand.s. 
I-gotd-shi-etu. 
I Wall ~at~net en-R-ight-waU above window having 
s-sh~e. ~ 
,Top sfielf>: I--h t. !- sma+l-whi-te-be:x: on upstage 
end'b shel . 
2nd shelf : J\ numb.(r of books standing upright. 
Bottom shelf: Several books lying fiat-black 
folder with pict'u..res. 
I tall pedestal is earner t:tp ~- : Statue of ¥irgin and 
etrrtd' on pedestal. -:Sm-a~,l tudio gr-ancl piano,- R:C., with- keys--facing l-
most completely R. · 
0n=pi:a:TI{F.'' 
../~I· .n:d-brown- 0bleng thraw. 
rr~1~(1PJ/ 2- ashtrays-downstage and onstage corner. 
~ -L-a.Sb::t:1:a)"- o-w·n-stage Center. 
L-COmbination- ashtray, cigarette container and 
match holder on upstage section, about 2 
.feet from onstage ,comer. 
I large, f'('Hll'Hf metfd. tray Center fnwr nst!!ec 
:z d Gt!-Rtf'TB~Whi~ke, asttlli! filled with tea. 
1- ~elt!!€f eottle. 
3 It highball glasses. 
-stiff sketch pad; upstage· and offst-age comer. 
Act I and upstage-onstage corner Act II . 
1: .small glass jar with about 4 or 5 sharpened 
pencils... 
without cover tt~stage=unstafi"" 
eeMer Act ur. 
I pencil near manuscript-Act III. 
I China fruit bowl containing 4 apples, Center 
Franklin stove ~nt 
-- lea-ding-t reptace. ~- Fu~fiFe-se+eeD::;:J;t~_ crf:sta~. 
cif piano. . . 
1 iigh tan;-ttpholster~seat--b~io~I'a:t!.?· · F+!s 
in curve of piano. In stag~t-rectwns 1s 
re-ferre&-to=as=Seu=Ri-gltt. 
1--paisley.;shawl on--light- tan sp~·R. . . 
Piafl6 beneh . I-g-t"een pa4--4 mches thtck and sohdly 
stuffed (piano bench) . 
Desk a:gain11t t e1rr " till tt~ K., above ptano : 
I·--la;ge;-figured~ Italian bowl-empty-Act-"-I a11d 
III~I::;otus blessoms Act II-orr·top of desk. 
A number of magazines. 
Pen and ink stand. -
Pencils a cigarette lramidm . 
Paper-an ashtray. 
~Rvelopcs, PcnholtieFs and pen. 
~desk, chair-Nti QQ: ereti cloth seat. 
~unframed paper pictures of mEn on wall over desk. 
~eF R,i~ht. 
~--t+nftant€8 fHiper-.p;c~atc u£: gtaap ef zncn an walt 
"oer desk. F~ttet Lefr. 
~Ufe-siit!d, fatttengch pothait of a nsan &PI 
'rear ,, all abo v c elcsk T. 
I Aoot Iatnp Left of desk -av R: . 
I Slltall tilt tgp tugrk tafl}c 1 Cl11 h 8:11 JlUSt I eft gf 
. dc~K up It .. GF98R ee't er. A nttm8eP ef Blaslr and 
wRit8 8.ra\viAgm 
rbhRk folder for sketches against r cat vv all ttncler 
.., e rl~ tabte:" 
1 -tan foldu £01 sketches against R. ba-lcony-post;, 
dewflst~-frwm k'!tabte:' -
;a ygfmmed paper: pictme'O o£ m@flwGn FQar u,cal! ahpve ~ 
------
Ee~~et kettle en ste • e. . 
·BTass coal scuti:i'e-beiovv !tml e vfflh ~~tl.• 
1- green upholstered sofa ~e=-3 green 1Ho~ 
with gotd-~l's"tl' m I:. 
I round stool ~ith dark pinlc Y:f>aolste-red seat 9i!low1 
. and-a~ . 
A aarrom table rear Q£ sefa Left. 
Telephone fhang~~t-rtti"r-Rigfirend 0' bfe!e 
-raft magazme on Right end :b~. 
-I-ashtra:y, enter--of ta:ble. · 
I--humido of cigarette , D. ea. Gf taQle. 
Dtessing_--Roogt O!l Plat-form up--e: : 
1 ..-~ -g~ass-e-n ~ wall. - · 
I Jta~~an a-h-Ie against-re-ar -wall, Center, t SIQall 
double dbors---- I 3-sec;.t'ion mirror on tao e. 
2 strai-gn1Jbacked-chairs. 
3 hopks ~n L. wall: 
I whit~ doth on L. -wa".lJ."To-cuver-costumes. 
Carl>ef OI:!_Ji~.~.S--:-
1 curtain to cover door to return steps. 
On Property Table off Left: 
Large tray-MINNIE. 
Teapot with hot tea. 
Two cups and saucers 
~ e R!t'f'kimr . 
'f w o '!po urrs:-
Cream and sugar bowl. . 
12late of ~f~"'~ (r~~\1 
Mlal t-ray~N'N-m. 
Cup and saucer and spoon. 
Cup and saucer and spoon-MINNIE. 
Magazine-Everyweek-N OLAN. 
Telegram with typed message and envelope. 
Business cards-KINNICOTT. 
Check-KURT. 
Pencil-KURT. 
Cigarettes-for KURT-SLADE. 
Matches-for KURT-SLADE. 
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BIOGRAPHY 
ACT ONE 
CENE: The studio-apartment of MARION FRoun;rin 
an old-fashioned studio-building in West 7ifty-
S eventh Street, New Y ark. A great, c ernous 
om. There is a deep studio win ow down 
R ht. The window has a window eat that has 
the down stage end of it cut a out two feet 
shor r than the window width o the easel can 
fit int it. There is a stair st rting from up L. 
and 1·u1 upstage c. where t ere is a small bal-
cony. Le ding from the b cony directly c. are 
small daub e doors that l d into MARION's bed-
room. Dire tly below ARION's room is a small 
corridor. In he ttpst e wall of the corridor is 
the door that 1 the 1, ain entrance to the studio. 
This doo1·, whic i never closed, leads to a hall, 
where you see ha ing on the wall a fire ax and 
a fire extinguish . t the foot of the stairs there 
is a door le~j ng t to a hallway that leads to 
MINNIE's ber room d to the kitchen. Below 
this doo~is disused replace and mantel. Di-
rectly in rant of the flreplace is a Franklin 
stove. J '.St Right of the tove is a small stool, 
and a bj above and Right the stool is a sofa. 
Real!; the sofa is a long, · rrow table. Right 
of C nter is a model stand. Up R. is a desk 
"7 st the ""' wall7 and bela the desk ir a 
-
G (: I t 
' 
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8 
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BIOGRAPHY ACTI 
low-backed desk chair. Below these is a small 
studio grand piano with the keyboard facing 
the window. A piano seat large enough for 
two people is between the piano and the Right 
wall. (There must be room enough for a person 
to walk comfortably about the piano and the 
desk and the Right wall.) Down stage of the 
piano and fitting into its "curve" is a "two 
seater" sofa. Down Right is an easel and direct-
ly above the easel is a low "paint-table"; down 
Right is a straight-backed side chair. On the 
piano we find a bowl of apples and a whiskey 
decanter and a seltzer-water bottle, a pad of 
paper, cigarette ashtrays and matches. Canvases 
of MARION's are stacked abmtt on the easel and 
against the walls. 
TIME: About five o'clock of an afternoon in early 
October. 
r AT RisE: RICHA-RD KuRT is finishing a nervous cig-
1-.. ; q.rette. He has the essential audacity which comes 
__. f rom having seen the worst happen, from having 
endured the keenest pain. He has the hardness 
of one who knows that he can be devastated by 
pity, the bitterness which comes from having 
seen, in early youth, justice thwarted and tears 
unavailing, the self-reliance which comes from 
having seen everything go in a disordered world 
save one, stubborn, unyielding core of belief-
at everything else he laughs, in this alone he 
trusts. He has the intensity of the fanatic and 
the carelessness of the vagabond. At opening 
he is smoking and pacing the room. H is hat 
is on the piano. 
KuRT. (Crossing to R.c.) Say, you! Hello, there-
what's your name ! 
/-;- ; 
\.. 
' 
' 
I / '.: ,, -
ACTI BIOGRAPHY 9 
(MINNIE, MARION FRounE's inseparable maid, a Ger-
man woman about fifty, enters L. She is indig-
nant at being thtts summarily summoned, and by 
a stranger.) 
_ MINNIE. (With dignity) My name is Minnie, if 
you please. (Crossing to up L.c.) 
KuRT. What time did Miss Froude go out? 1 
MINNIE. (Looks at him a moment and then 
answers) About two o'clock. 
KURT. It's nearly five .now. She should be home, 
shouldn't she? 
MINNIE. She said she was coming home to tea, 
and dot iss all I know. 
KuRT. (Grimly) I know. She invited me to tea. 
MINNIE. (Sareastically) So? 
KuRT. Where did she go to lunch? 
MINNIE. (-Acidly) That I do not know. Any more 
questions? 
KuRT. No. I see there's po point in asking you 
questions. 
. MINNIE. Denn vy do yqu ask dem£.. {The DOOR-
BELL rings. MmNm--th.~w p.._h£r~1'1.-.de.s­
pair. She· goes-eut-G.-mutterittg: "Ach Gott." KuRT · 
i9-l'athe. antu.sed a her. H e-light!i-ano:the-1<--G-igare-tte. 
Sounds-of_uacif£wu gz.ee.ting outside. "Ach mein 
Iieber Herr F eydak-" MELCHIOR FEYDAK, the A.us-
trian-c-empos-er-, ome-s-in~-ff-e-is-fortyojive;-taU-;-hook-
nesed, thin-faced, a humori-st with a rather sadface.) 
FEYDAK Nun, Minnie, und wo is die schlechte-? 
-- .. INN IE. J emand ist hier! 
· FEYDAK. Ha, Zo! (~bows--t-e--KBR , who 
1, · 1returns the..h.o.w..as he-pae-es-u-p antf-rJown--r<.·oj-pian"(J. 
/
. ·:· MINNIE puts- FE-YE>AK' s-eBat-and-hat---on-piana.) Not 
·, " home yet, · eh, Minnie? Where is she? Well-well. 
. (Grosses-to ." of'stove-down-b) How do they say-
.,~ i1 ·gallivanting- Well, I'll wait. It's humiliating-but 
/ I'll wait. Chilly ! Brrr! I don't mind so much being 
, L ' ', 
. _....,..,. .~.,.( : 
. ' 
'\ 
•• 
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cold in London or Vienna. I expect it. But I can't 
stand it in New York. (He ha-s been warming him-
self before the fire. He no turn-s"to MINNIE, who 
has returned to above the sofa L.c:} Wer ist dieser 
junger Mann? I': J ~.' <;; , · -. • 
, , · MINNIE. (S-hortly) Ich weiss nicht. Er hat aile .t_.v c. f, 
Jt t ' · · 1 · funf·minuten-gefra wo -~ (Exits L.} ;_.,; -
.....__ EYDAK. You've OTtenaea Minnie, I can see that. 
KURT. That's just too bad! (Crosses up L.} 
FEYDAK. We all tremble before Minnie- Been 
waiting long? 
lJ 1:> ~/. KuRT. (Crosses down c) Over half an hour! 
1' - - F EYriAK. Extrao-rdinary -thing-ever since I've 
known Marion there's always been someorie waiting 
for her. There are two kinds of people in one's life 
-people whom one keeps waiting-and the people 
for whom one waits-
• .. . • ' . KuRT. Is that. an epigram? 
FEYDAK. (Grosse towar-d G. ) Do you object to 
epigrams? 
KURT. fCrosses up c.) I despise epigrams. 
_ ·f FEYDAK. (Tolemntly izing KuRT up. Crosses to 
'f ·- - G.-below.-rnadeLstand,_ via bel_ow sofa)_ Hm! Friend 
of Miss Froude's? 
KuRT. (.Crosses down c.) Not at all. (Gr-osse-s 
down-R:) 
FEYDAK. That at least is no cause for pride. · 
KuRT. Just don't happen to be, that's all. 
FEYDAK. I commiserate you. · 
KuRT. (£ffl~ar:e FE'YD1'rK"j· I despise gal-
lantry also. 
FEYDAK. (Lightly- trol'l-. ste']Jnearer) And I 
thought Americans were so sentimental-
KuRT. And, together with other forms of glibness, 
I loathe generalization-
FEYDAK. (Dryly~ero.s.res toR. ide-ot modehtand -
and sits fac ing K:tm.T) Young man, we have a great 
deal in common, 
I 
I 
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KuRT. s , ffi'~ a faint flavor of condescen-
sion in the wa y you say "young man" for which I 
don't really care-
FEYDAK. (-V-er-y-pleased) Good for Marion! 
KuRT. Why do you say that? 
FEYDAK. She always had a knack for picking 
originals. 
KuRT. She didn't pick me up. I picked her up. 
(FEYDAK stares at him. Ihis does shock him.) I 
wrote her a letter-a business letter. (F-E¥B:A:I€·-r-ises 
and cross~s te KBRT.;) She answered and gave me 
an appointment for four-thirty. It is now after five. 
She has taken a half hour out of my life- God, how 
I hate Bohemians! (Faces -down stage.) 
___ FEYI:)f>.IC. (Inn!!E!._ntly--crosses to KuR..!L -6-re you, 
.- - oy any chance-an E vange11st ? --- - -
KuRT. I am-for the moment-a business-man. 
My presence here is a favor to Miss Froude and 
likely to bring her a handsome profit-
FEYDAK. (Tut'ns-·away-frvm-KtiRT) Profit! Ah! 
-~T at accounts .for h er- 6eing a~~-
KuRT. (SceJ!!kally) You despise profit, I suppose! 
Are you-by~y)chance-old-world? 
, FEYDAK. (-Crosses to KuRT) Young man your 
/ .-.-recbni:que is entirelywastecl on me. WE: en was a 
young man-before I achieved any sort of success-
! was rude on principle in order to make an impres-
sion. When it.is no longer necessary for you to wait 
around for people in order to do them favors you'll 
mellow down, I assure you. (Grosses to c.) 
J. 
I If '1 
I 
. 
Kl!..~T. _ _( f!ie,"!!.fY.; -~e ha.s_~een _!_ou~ ou think 
- ·s-o·, ·ao you f I m ruoe now. When! m successful I'll 
be murderous! (-12-ut-s- -eigM'e-tte -aut..... in ashtra-y- on 
piano") 
FEYDAK. (Genially-faces and crosses to L. of 
him) More power to you! But I've never seen it 
happen yet. Success is a great muffler! ~KURT giye~ 
him a quick look.) Not an epigram, I hope. If it is-
t rs 
' 
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forgive me. ( FE¥DA-K-e-r-ff-s-se.s-to- sto:u4--1!Ubbing- his 
t hand-s. -- -m-oment:s- pause. KuRT studies him.) 
KuRT. (:Speaks when FEYDAK is crossing to sto.ve) 
I know you from somewhere. 
FEYDAK. I don't think so. I have only just arrived 
in this country-
KuRT. Still, I've seen you somewhere-
FEYDAK. (Understanding- the famili£Vrity) Maybe 
you know Miss Froude's portrait of me-
KuRT. (Doubtfully)- Yes-maybe that's it- May 
I ask-? 
; , , , FEYDAK. Certainly:- My name is Feydak. · 
._ - KuRT. (Lift.) The composer! 
FEYDAK. (Dryl~slight resentment~suspecting 
he is again mistaken for his brother) Yes-
KuRT. I thought he was dead-
FEYDAK. That is true. But I hope you won't tell 
anyone-for I am his ghost-
KuRT. (Putting this down for Continental humor. 
Crosses toR of below sofa) If you really are Feydak, 
the composer-! have the most enormous admiration 
for you. 0FE¥DAK- faces-stove; warms his- hands.) 
: · n- . I worship,. music above everything. 
, . 't ., .... : -:-· -- FEYDAK. ( Siigfttiy-bered-) Go on-
. .' .j KuRT. Now I remember-! read in the paper-
· . .)· You're on your way to Hollywood-
FEYDAK. fFr-rmounc.es...it..::..Hnl:ywn.atf!_h.u ne-t-ob~ 
viously-sa'} Yes. I am on my way to Hollywood-
KuRT. In the new state, men like you won't have 
to prostitute themselves in Hollywood-
FEYDAK. (A-ste-P-towa.r..dJ(uR-T-) Ah! A Utopian! 
KuRT. (Slightl'j! -threatening) Yes. You use the 
word as a term of contempt. Why? Every artist is 
a Utopian. (-FEYDAK nods approval of this-chuc-
kles-.) Y au must be very tired or you wouldn't be so 
contemptuous of Utopians. 
FEYDAK. (With--a- charming- smile-) I am rather 
tired. Old-world you would call it. 
\ 
r 
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KURT. I didn't see your operetta when it was done 
here-I didn't have the price- It was e'"'rl badly (i};"~ ~ f3 1A Y ::C l r;:;: ~ ~J · done, ~ugh, ear --..,.- - V\ 
' FEYDAK. 7 ei:osse-s::lQ-l(-URTJ You are under a mis-
" apprehension-abouty_2~_J am a composer-but I 
·aidn't write-' 'Darilloia." That was my brother, Vic-
tor Feydak. You are right. He is dead. You are the 
first person I have met in New York who even sus-
:;?" pected it (f;rosses to stove.) 
' . '-- KURT. ( 1-5-emh.ar-¥-a.ss.ed...-and-unc.om f-o-'l!table.,...-Jt-is 
pa,:.t...o-f- his ..essential--insecur-ity,·- he-i-s only really at 
home in ·protest. He wants to get out) I'm sorry-
!-
FEYDAK. fE)ISilyJ But why? 
KuRT. (Pa$tse-leek-s f-or-desk-cr-osses-to-it-ash~ 
sp_eaks~ and sits) I . think I'll leave a note for Miss 
Froude. Get that woman in here, will you? 
FEYDAK. (Dro-p-s-cigarette-on-apron- of tov and 
GNJ-s-se~L.} Shall we have some tea? Miss Froude 
is sure to be in any minute-
f. J --~.£R_!. No,_fuanks ,__And you can tell her for me 
-lhat lf slie wants to see me about the matter I wrote 
her about she can come t UlLJL-..Office= fM*R-re"T 
~Rffi:ffiE-W.mes-in . ·ee,s-K:uRT-jirst.- Wiren-N!ART6"'N 
enters:;-K-{::IR'l'-ri:;e , cre-sse-s a -ste-p down.) ~ 
MARION. (.Yo- KURT) I'm so sorry ! 
. FEYDAK. (Coming toward her-via above sofa) 
I don't believe a word of it. 
I MARION. (Sh~-Ga:"' be~ieve for ser:ond-thariris 
It he. Then slu flus m t'b hzs arms. 'frey 1n7?1!t-ai7ove 
1,.0 R:.--.e.J:Ld_o.f- ,wrfa) Feydie ! ·Oh, Feydie, I've been try-
., ing everywhere to reach you-I can't believe it-
,. Feydie, darling! 
FEYDAK. (Severely) Is this how you keep a busi-
ness appointment, Miss Froude? 
MARION. How long have you waited? If I'd only 
· known- ('Suddenly conscious lhat KlJR'r has waited 
,---. too) Oh, I'm so sorry, Mr.-Mr.-? . . 
• • ' 0 ,.. • ' /1 / ( -· /. , ;/;. r .J'i.":-tt 
' [ /I~ c. • / 
' , 
,, 
/' ~-
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KURT. Kurt. Richard Kurt. 
MARION. Oh, of course, Mr. Kurt. I say-could 
you possibly-would it be too much trouble-could 
I you come back? 
. : , t 0 _ FE¥D.A!~~e-tone This young man is here on · 
" f - business. It is more important. ( Starts:::tv=get=::h.is 
I •' ; { hat-and-coat) I can wait. I'll come back. 
MARION. (Makes him - put- them-down) No, no, 
Feydie-no, no. I can't wait for that. I'm sure Mr. 
Kurt will understand. Mr. Feydak is an old friend 
whom I haven't seen in ever so long. It isn't as if Mr. 
Kurt were a regular business-man-
FEYDAK. (-A-mused) How do you know he isn't? 
MARION. (-Breathless -with exeitement) I can tell. 
He's not a bit like his letter. ( To KuRT) I'm sure 
whatever the business is, it can wait. A half hour 
~;.1 ( _;; (~?-~YW?-:J:"~ _You -~~e,Bydie and I haven't seen each 
~~) · otlier smce--~ ' KuRT. Vienna! 
MARION. fA-s-tonishe!f) .YesL_How did you know? 
-- Ku:RT. Because it's -always since Vienna that Bo-
hemians haven't seen each other. I'll be back in 
r "f thirty minutes. (He-gees-out c., picking up hat from /V; 1.. end of piano.) 
MARION. What a singular young man ! 
'. 
FEYDAK. Professional rebel, I think. (--T-he.y cross 
to b11low sofa.) 
MARION. Come, let's sit _down. 
FEYDAK. Well, my dear. You look marvelous. 
MARION. Isn't it wonderful? 
FEYDAK. It is nice! (T-hey. sit sofa, MARION L. of 
FEYDAK.) 
MARION. How long is it? 
FEYDAK. Well, it's since-
MARION.· ~ Since Vicki died. 
FEYDAK. That's right. I haven't seen you since. 
MARION. Since ,t;pat day-we walked behind him. 
FEYM:x~.:Y-es~ a,. 
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MARION. I felt I couldn't bear to stay on. I left for 
London that night. 
FEYDAK. Yes. 
MARION. It's six years, isn't it? 
FEYDAK. Yes. Six years last June. (A- pause:) 
MARION. What's happened since then? Nothing-
FEYDAK. How long have you been 4ere r 
MARION. Two weeks. 
FEYDAK. Busy? 
MARION. Not professionally, I'm afraid. People 
are charming-they ask me to lunch and dinner and 
they're-"oh, so interested"-but no commissions so 
far. And God, how I need it-
FEYDAK. I'm surprised. I gathered you'd been very 
successful. 
MARION. It's always sounded like it, hasn't it? 
The impression, I believe, is due to the extreme no-
toriety of some of my sitters. Oh, I've managed well 
enough up to now-if I'd been more provident, I dare 
say. I could have put by a tidy bit. Last time I came 
here I w~s ~yp.yl..b~sy. Ha~ great reclai~e because 
I'd been m ~d2Jing leadmg Communists. Obey-
ing some subtle paradox, the big financiers flocked to 
me. Pittsburgh manufacturers wapted .to be do~.e by...:.... 
the same brush that had tackled : But what ., 
about you ? Let me hear about you. How s K:atll:i"et · 
FEYDAK. \Nell. She's here with me. 
--MARION. -She used to hate me, didn't she? 
Frightened to death of me. Was afraid I was after 
Vicki's money-
FEYDAK. Yes. She was afraid you'd marry him 
and that we should have less from him. When we 
knew he was dying she was in a panic. 
MARION. Poor dear-! could have spared her all 
that worry if she'd been half-way civil to me. 
FEYDAK. Kat4k.-is practical. And she is a good 
mother: - Those are attributes which make women 
avaricious-
I 
I 
@ 
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MARION. Did Vicki leave you very much? 
FEYDAK. Not very much. Half to you. 
Acri 
MARION. Really? How sweet of him! How dear 
of him! 
FEYDAK. 1 We've spent it-MARION. ·Of course you should. 
FEYDAK. Thank you. But I'll soon be in position 
to repay you your share. I'm on my way to Holly-
wood. 
MARION. Are you really? How wonderful for 
you, Feydie! I'm so glad-
FEYDAK. ('With a kind of ironic bitterness) Vicki 
left me an inheritance subject, it appears, to perpetual 
renewal. 
MARION. How do you mean? 
FEYDAK. (Develops bitterness) Things have been 
going from bad te worse in Vienna- you haver.'t been 
the_D! sincc;!~;'-fi:ve) so you don't know. I managed 
to get several scores to do-but they were not-
except that they were failures-they were not up to 
my usual standard-
MARION. (-ba~in , ep"Feae-hful) Oh, Feydie-
FEYDAK. About a month ago we reached the end 
of our rope-we were hopelessly in debt-no means 
of getting out-when the miracle happened-
MARION. (She is- excited.-T-euches-his-knee-with 
her hand, murmuring) I can't bear it- · 
FEYDAK. It was my dramatic agent on the phone. 
A great American film magnate was in town and 
wanted to see me. Aus gerechnet me and no other. 
Even my agent couldn't keep the surprise out of his 
voice. "Why me?" I asked. "God knows," says the 
agent. Well, we went around to the Bristol to see the 
magnate. And, as we talked to him, it gradually be-
came apparent. He thought I was Vicki. He didn't 
know Vicki was dead. He thought I had written 
"Danubia." 
MARION. Did he say so? 
.I 
I @ ;. I 
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FEYDAK. No-not at all. But as we shook hands 
at the end he said to me : "Any man that can write 
a tune like this is the kind of a man we want." And 
he whistled, but he whistled so out of tune that I 
could hardly recognize it myself. He whistled the 
waltz from "Danubia." Do you remember it? (.JI e 
starts to hum the waltz and MARioN joins him. They 
hum together. Then FEYDAK continues to talk as 
MARION continues to hum a few more measures) 
1
. He was so innocent, so affable that I had an impulse 
. ,to say to him: "Look here, old fellow, you don't 
: ant me. You want my brother and, in order to get 
him, you'll have to resurrect him!" (H-is-re-sentment 
grows) But noble impulses are luxury impulses. You 
have to be well off to gratify them. I kept quiet. We 
shook hands and here I am. Tonight they're giving 
me a dinner at the W<d€4>~.::);.sf~~ra- to h'ieef my 
brother. It's rather ironic, if you like, eh, Marion? 
MARION. Feydie- (:A moment. He does not 
answer.) Feydie-do you mind if I say something 
to you-very frankly? You know Vicki was very 
fond of you. H e used to say you put too high a valu-
ation on genius. 
f.'E'r.'"DAK. Because he had it he could afford to dep-
recate it. 
MARION. Over and over again he used to say to 
me: "You know, M ay1·ion," he would say, "as a 
human being F eydie's far superior to me, more ami-
able, more witty, more talented, more patient-
Fn'TIAK. (Shakes his head) Not true. I simply 
give the impression of these things-
MARION. You under-rate yourself, Feydie- How 
this would have amused him-this incident with the 
Hollywood man ! 
FEYDAK. (Smiling bitterly) It would rather-
MARION. Why do you grudge giving him a laugh 
somewhere? I never had· a chance to tell you in 
Vienna-things were so-so close and terrible-at. 
~~/ (C ~~~ 
~ .... . 
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the end-but he had the greatest tenderness for you. 
He used to tell me that everything he had he owed to 
you-to the sacrifices you made to send him to the 
Conservatory when he was a boy- The extent to 
which he had outstripped you hurt him-hurt hi ! I 
felt he would have given anything to dip into the 
golden bowl of his genius and pour it over you. Arid 
do you know what was the terror of his life, the ob-
sessing terror of his life-his fear of your resenting 
him-
FEYDAK. (Mcwed,-dee-ply- arsh:amed) Marion-
MARION. Dq.n't resent him now, Feydie-why, it's 
; .....-?·SJ;ien-iun~on't you ~ee ? It's such a curious, mar-
/11 • X f gmal survtval for htm-that a badly-remembered 
/~(!· (1.- 1 • waltz-tune, five years after his death, should be the 
1 ;. t;t• means of helping you at a moment when you need it 
,.,f.J; . · • so badly- It's delicious, Feydie. It's such fun! The 
1 only awful thing is the possibility that he is unaware 
' of it. It would have uleased him so, Feydie. Must 
you grudge him it? 
FEYDAK. You make me horribly ashamed-
MARION. (-Briglrtly) Nonsense-
FEYDAK. Because I did grudge him it-yes-I 
won't, though. I see now that it never occurred to me 
how- (B~trsts out. laltghing suddenly) God, it is 
funny, isn't it-
MARION. (-J eining in his laughter) Of course-
it's delightful- (They BeTH laugh heartily rNd 
long) And the funniest thii1g is-you'll be much bet-
ter for them out there than he would have been. 
FEYDAK. (Meaning commonplace tunesJ Surely! 
They'll be able to whistle my tunes! . . 
MARION. Don't you see! 
FEYDAK. Oh, lieber schatsel kom-come out there 
with me. 
MARION. Can't! 
FEYDAK. I wish, Marion, you would come. I never 
I 
I 
i' 
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feel life so warm and good as when you are.,in-the /)~ 
neigbhorehaodT 
MARION. Dear Feydie, you're very comforting. 
F EYDAK. Is there someone that keeps you? 
MARION. No, there's no one now. I'm quite alone. 
FEYDAK. Well, then-? 
MARION. No, this isn't the moment for me, Feydie. 
Besides, I can't afford the journey. I'm frightfully 
hard up at the moment. 
FEYDAK. Well, look here, I-
MARION. No, that's sweet of you, but I couldn't. 
FEYDAK. I don't see why-it's too silly-
MARION. Vanity. A kind of vanity. 
FEYDAK. (N-e-t- thinking-of- aGtual--iieb-t·) But I owe 
it to you. 
MARION. {-R:ealizing-he-.actually-d~e-s-chuc-kles} 
Yes, I suppose it is foolish in a way-but l 've a kind 
of pride in manoeuvering on my own. I always have 
done it-in that way at least I've been genuinely inde-
pendent. It would spoil the fun for me to take money 
from my friends. Anyway, it's a pet idu fixe of mine, 
so be a darling and let me indulge it, will you, Feydie, 
and don't offer me money ? Besid.es, I've a business 
proposition on. 
FEYDAK. Have you? 
MARION. That young man who was just here. Do 
you suppose he'll come back? Now I think of it, we 
.( were a bit short with him, weren't we? I was so 
1 
' ' glad to see Y<?.).l t s ouldn't be bothere.d with him !t 
'' (Sound of DOORBELL. Gall t-owar4 door. ) 
tl(. V ' · ' ' Minnie! Ah ! You see ! (MINNIE enters.) Show·---
.( ;.· ~ ' hiin in, Minnie. (MINNIE crosses to door c.) 
' tf 1 ' ' ~ ' 1FEYDAK. Where are you having dinner? :. / r :., MARION. There's a young man who attached him-
_/,..., . . ,' · self to me on the boat. 
"J·.' : J. 
. !i'' ::.1: 
· fMr-NNIE ushers in MR. LEANDER NoLAN, anli she 
exits L. NOLAN is middle-aged, ampi- , and 
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hand-sef?$e. bee-k-s-like-the-late-W-ar1'ew-flamalird-
Hardin . Sob ffl'Y-<iu ss.ed..and.:wear;s..Q.,!JJJaisicoat 
with wkite]fiptng on il. H~ staffli ookin at 
MARION and EEYDAK who pay o att'entirm-ttt 
him. He gradually crosses to R. o and below 
_t f:le model stand during the follmfling.) 
FEYDAK. Oh, Marion ! 
MARION. I seem to attract youth, Feydie. What 
shall I do about it? 
. FEYDAK. Where are you dining? 
i; • 'MARION. I donTinow-you tell me which bar 
~ and I'll-- -
J ~ 1 NoLAN. Hello. 
/\1 ' ~ ( MARION. (-.Gl-ance-s-at-him - -ove he-r- ho.ulder. 
Beubtfully,fe·el m -should-remembe-r- him) Er-
How do you do? Er-will you excuse me-just a 
second-? 
j NoLAN. (Ge-niall _l_i&rtainly. (fhr~nove-s-R-.-M-AR-
1(. /-I WN- walks-F E¥-i:>AK- to- the -hall door c.) 
, · / FEYDAK. (Under his breath to her) Looks like a 
.). _., commission-
MARION. (Makes a gesture of silent prayer. Out 
loud) Telephone me in an hour, will you, Feydie, 
AJ
1 
'1:> and let me know which ba~ 
I' , FEYDAK. sna1f ao- rli:at. Au'voir. 
MARION. (Following him up c.) Bye, Feydie, dear. 
, ./ FEYDAK. Also du kommst ganz sicher? 
1 ~ , 1;. 1 MARION. Vieleicht spater._ (He-- goes- out .• She 
1 turns to-face LEANDER-NOLAN, who is standing with 
his-arms behind his back, rather enjoying the surprise 
ke- is_abm&t t.o....give her.) 
NOLAN ow are you, Marion? 1 t 1 ' -- ---:M:ARION. (9-elrcateiy) Er-do I know you? 
1
, ·., (Gre'S'ses-riowns-tag.e-a-f-ew.. st-eps.,-) 
NoLAN.' Yes. You know me. 
MARION. (Brightly in-seeure-erosse.f, to below L. 
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d-own-s-tage--e-ern-er-of -medel- stand-) Lq_dy Winches-
ter's garden party at Ascot-two summ.ers ago-
NoLAN. (-&esse to- bdow- m·odel- stanr:J.) Guess 
again! 
MARION. No-I know you perfectly well-it's just 
that~no, don't tell me- (She covers her eyes with 
her hand, trying to conjure him out of the past.) 
NoLAN. This is astonishing. If someone had said 
to me that I could walk into a room in front of Mar-
ion Froude and she not know me I'd have told 'em 
they were crazy-! 
MARION. (Desp_erate-ly) I do know Ol!~_ I know 
- you peaectly wen= 1t's just thar-:··--· 
NoLAN. You'll be awful sore at yourself-! warn 
you-
MARION. I can't forgive myself now-I know. 
NOLAN. I don't believe it. 
MARION. The American Embassy dinner in Rome 
on the Fourth of July- Last year- You sat on 
my right-
NoLAN. I did not! 
MARION. (Miserably) Well, you sat somewhere. 
Where did you sit? 
NoLAN. I wasn't there. 
MARION. Well, I think it's very unkind of you to 
keep me in suspense like this. I can't bear it another 
second. 
NoLAN. I wouldn't have believed it. 
MARION. Well, give me some hint, will you? 
NoLAN. (Almost reminiscent) Think of home-
think of T ennessee ! 
MARION. (A moment) Oh-! 
NoLAN. Little Mary Froude-
MARION. (A light breaking in on her) No! Oh, 
no! 
NoLAN. Well, it's about time-
MARION. But! You were-
NoLAN. Well, so were you. 
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MARlON: (Rapidly) _But-Bunny-you aren't -
Bunny Nolan, are you? But Bunny-Bunny, dear-
how important you've become! 
NOLAN. I haven't done badly-no-
MARION. ('f:ak.ing.-the..-<;.Oat--and-hat,- c'l'e-s se s-up- to 
tbd3-desk--and-l-eav~s ~hem-the~r-e-dur.ing- thi-s next 
speech. - NOLAN crosses to below sof~~=&J Give me 
your coat aru;:bha-i;: Here, let me take fbattgh-
ing ar-littftrhysterieall:j) Y QU should have warned nie. 
It's not fair of you. Bunny! Of all peopk-I can 
scarcely believe it- (Sh-e-cresses- t-o-R. ..of.....ikmodel 
· stand and .sits .as he a;ys) You look wonderful. 
( bro-king-up-at- him-as-he...is..st.anding:-R. of her) You 
, c ! look like something-something monumental-a Sen-IY/ \ - .l f ator or something like that ! Please sit down. 
NoLAN. f-Sits-on-R:-end of sefa below piano·) That's 
· a good omen. I'll have to tell Orrin. 
MARION. What's a good omen? And who is Orrin? 
NoLAN. You're saying I look like a Senator. Be-
cause-! don't want to be premature-but in a few 
months I may be one. 
MARION. A Senator ! 
NoLAN. {Smiling) Senator! Washington! Not 
Nashville! 
MARION. Do you want to be a Senator or can't 
you help it? 
NoLAN. (T-o-whom -this point of view is incompre-
hensible) What do you mean? 
MARION. I'll paint you, Bunny. Toga. Ferule. 
Tribune of the people. 
NoLAN. Not a bad idea. Not a bad idea at all. I 
remember now-you were always sketching me. 
Sketching everything. Say, you've done pretty well 
yourself, haven't you? 
MARION. Not as well as you have, Bunny. Imagine. 
Senator Nolan-a Senator at Washington. Well, 
well ! --{-Em-bMr-&-s-ing- pause-neithe have- an:yJh-in 
...... .::-' 
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ttr-say..} How long is it since we've seen each other? 
Twelve years anyway. More than that-fifteen-
NoLAN. Just about-hadn't even begun to practice 
law yet-
MARION. We were just kids-children- And now 
look at you! I can see how successful you are, Bunny. 
NOLAN. How! ~ 1 ,:t,~}.; Ut. MARION. Wh1te ptptng on y&u vest: That sug-
gests directorates to me. Multiple control. Vertical 
corporations. Are you vertical or horizontal, Bunny? 
NoLAN. (J2.r-ete-nding-to·-unde'!"stand he'l") Er-I'm 
both. 
MARION. Good for you! Married? 
NoLAN. Not yet-
MARION. How did you escape? You're going to 
be, though. , 
NoLAN. I'm engaged. 
MARION. Who's the lucky girl? 
NoLAN. Slade Kinnicott. Daughter of Orrin Kin-
nicott. 
MARION. Orrin Kinnicott. The newspaper pub-
lisher? 
NoLAN. Yes. He's backing me for the Senate. 
MARION. Well, if he's backing you, you ought to 
get in. All that circulation-not very good circula-
tion, is it? Still, one vote's as good as another, I 
suppose-
NoLAN. (..f-lu#-) In my State the Kinnicott papers 
are as good as any-
- MARION. Well, I wish you luck. I'm sure you'll 
have it. My! Senator Nolan! 
NoLAN. If I get in I'll be the youngest Senator. 
MARION. And the best-looking too-
NOLAN. (Embarrassed) Well-
MARION. You're fussed! How charming of you I 
(Grosses- and sits L. of--him) Oh, Bunny, I'm very 
proud of you really. 
NoLAN. (Not - obvious) You see, Marion, I've 
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been pretty successful in the law. Tremendously suc-
cessful, I may say. I've organized some of the biggest 
' mergers of recent years. I've made a fortune-a 
sizable fortune. Well, one day I woke up and I said 
. to myself: "Look here, Nolan, you've got to take 
1/ I stock. You've got to ask yourself where you're head-
;w ing." I'd been so busy I'd never had a chance to ask 
{) 1 . P 1 f myself these fundamental questions before. And I 
T- 'j \ .,• decided to call a halt. "You've got enough, more than 
~ {_1•. enough for life," I said to myself. "It's time you quit •· piling up money for yourself and began thinking 
about your fellow man." I've always been ambitious, 
Marion. Ybu know that. You shared all my early 
dreams-
MARION. Of course I did-
NoLAN. Remember I always told you I didn't want 
money and power for their own sakes-! always 
wanted to be a big man in a real sense-to do some-
thing for my country and my time-
MARION. Yes. Sometimes you sounded like Daniel 
Webster, darling. I'm not a bit surprised you're going 
in the Senate. 
NoLAN. I never thought-even in my wildest 
dreams-
MARION. Well, you see you underestimated your-
self. You may go even higher-the White House-
Why not? 
NoLAN. I never let myself think of that. 
MARION. Why not? It's no more wonderful than 
what's happened already, is it? 
NoLAN. (N11;peleen-at- Saint H elena) Destiny! 
MARION. Exactly. Destiny! 
NoLAN. (Kind, richly human, patrenizing) And 
you, my dear-? 
MARION. As you see. Obscure. Uncertain. (Glances 
at him-) Alone. Now here at all. Not the remotest 
chance of my getting into the Senate-unless I marry 
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into it. Oh, Bunny, after you get to Washington, will 
you introduce me to some Senators? 
NoLAN. Well, that's premature- (4-ooks away 
from her) Naturally, if the people should favor me 
I 'd do what I could. I never forget a friend. (Faces 
her) Whatever faults I may have, disloyalty, I hope, 
is not one of them. 
MARION. Of course it isn't. You're a dear. You 
always were. (A moment's pause. He stares at her 
suddenly-still inc1·edulmts that he should be seeing 
her at all, and that, after all these years and quite 
without him, she shmtld be radiant still.) 
NOLAN. Little Marion Froude ! I can't believe it 
somehow-
MARION. Oh, Bunny ! You're sweet! You're so 
-ingenuous. That's what I always liked about you. 
NoLAN. What do you mean? 
MARION. The way you look at me, the incredulity, 
the 5urprise. What did you expect to see? A hulk, 
a remnant, a whited sepulchre-what? 
NoLAN. (Uncomfortable at being caught) No-
not at all-
MARION. Tell me, Bunny, what-? I won't be 
hurt-
NoLAN. (Miserably, stumbling) Well, naturally, 
after what I'd heard-
MARION. What have you heard? Oh, do tell me, 
Bunny. 
NOLAN. Well, I mean-about your life-
MARION. (With a t-winkle) Racy. Bunny-racy? 
NoLAN. No use going into that. You chose your 
own way. (Looks away f1·om her) Everybody has a 
right to live their own life, I guess. 
MARION. (Pats his arm) That's very handsome of 
you, Bunny. I hope you take that liberal point of 
view when you reach the Senate. 
NoLAN. (Sincerely. Build)- I came here, Marion, 
in a perfectly sincere mood to say something to you, 
1j•" ~. ' .. ·,~J /1 •• • 
' . ~ _;...... ' .. 
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something that's been on my mind ever since we 
parted-but if you're going to be flippant I suppose 
there's no use my saying anything-! might as well 
go, in fact. - (-Makes no -attempt to do se") 
MARION. (Seriously) Do forgive me, Bunny. One 
gets into an idiom that passes for banter but really 
I'm not so changed. I'm not flippant. I'm awfully 
glad to see you, Bunny. (-A- t-inge of- sadness-just 
an undertone) After all, one makes very few real 
friends in life-and you are part of my youth-we are 
part of eac4 other's youths-
NoLAN. ';-You didn't even know me. 
MARION. Complete surprise! After all, I've been 
in New Y ark many times during these years and 
never .once-never once have you come near me. 
You've dropped me all these years. (With a sigh) 
I'm afraid, Bunny, your career has been too much 
with you. 
NoLAN. (Quietly) Well, so has yours! 
MARION. I detect an overtone-faint but unmis-
takable-of moral censure. 
NoLAN. (Same tone-not quite wanting to say 
this-avoiding her eye) I suppose it's impossible to 
live one's life in art without being sexually promiscu-
ous? (Looks at-her accusingly) 
MARION. Oh, dear me, Bunny! What shall I do? 
Shall I blush? Shall I hang my head in shame-
What shall I do? I didn't know the news had got 
around so widely--
NOLAN. Well, so many of your lovers have been 
famous me ,--, (Turns away from her.) 
MARION. "Well, you were obscure- fHe.Zooks at 
her quickly.) But you're famous now, aren't you? 
I seem to be stimulating if nothing else-
NoLAN. If I had then some of the fame I have 
now you probably wouldn't have walked out on me 
at the last minute the way you did-
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r, . . ':"« v' MARION. (.SlighL criticism- of Ms views) Dear, 
' -. [ dear, Bunny-
/
, ' NoLAN. (:l-r1"itated beyond control)-. I wish you 
._,_ · . J/ :.;;wouldn't call me "Bunny"-
,C "';' MARION. Well, I · always ..s!i\!. What is your real 
' name? · 
. ·I"' 'jl NoLAN. You lmow perfectly well-
i MARION. I swear I don't-
NoLAN. My name is Leander-
MARION. Bunny, really-
NoLAN. That ic my name. 
MARION. Really I'd forgotten that. Leander! 
Who was he ? He did something in the Hellespont, 
didn't he ? What did he do in the Hellespont? 
NoLAN. ~-harply) Beside the point-
MARION. Sorry. You say you wanted to tell me 
something- ? 
NoLAN. (Grimly) Yes-
MARION. I love to be told things-
NOLAN. That night you left me-
MARION. We'd quarrelled about something, hadn't 
we? 
NoLAN. I realized-after you left me-how much 
I'd grown to depend on you. 
MARION. Dear Bunny! 
NoLAN. I plunged into work. I worked fiercely-
to forget you. I did forget you. ( ~a:_way f!.o_t!J 
. .:b,er.J. And yet-
MARION. And yet? 
NoLAN. The way we'd separated-and I never 
heard from you-it left something bitter in my mind 
-something- fH e hesitates f or a word.) 
MARION. (Supplying the ·word) Unresolved? 
NoLAN. (Quickly-to her) . Yes! All these years 
I've wanted to see you-to get it off my mind. 
MARION. Did you want the last word, Bunny dear ? 
NoLAN. (Fiercely-away frvrn h-er) I wanted to 
,.. 
... ... ;·t.;;' 
'(, p I 
-1 · 
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see you, to stand before you, to tell myself: ".Here 
she is and what of it?" 
MARION. Well, can you? 
NoLAN. (With some temper to her-over-empha-
sis) Yes ! Yes ! 
MARION. Good for you, Bunny! I know just how 
you feel ! Like having a tooth out, isn't it? (Sincere 
ly-) In justice to myself-I must tell you this too, 
• J Bunny, dear-::::-that the reason I walked out on you 
·in· th:e-summary way I did was not, as you've just 
suggested, because I doubted your future-it was ob-
vious to me even then that you were destined for 
mighty things-but the reason was that I felt a dis-
parity- in our characters not conducive to matrimonial 
contentment. You see how right I was. I suspected 
in myself a tendency to explore, a spiritual and physi-
cal wanderlust-that I knew would horrify you once 
you found it out. It horrifies you now when we are 
no longer anything to each other. Imagine, dea , dear 
Leander, if we were married how much more diffi-
cult it would be. If there is any one thing you have 
to be grateful to me for it is that instant's clear vision 
I had which made me see, which made me look ahead, 
which made me tear myself away from you. Why, 
everything you have now-your future-dear Lean-
der, your prospects-even your fiancee, Leander, 
dear-you owe to me- No, I won't say to me-to 
that instinct-to the premonition-
/
NoLAN. vVe might have done it together. 
MARION wouldn't have stood for a fiancee-
- -Bu~;;_y, dea 1 even I am not as promiscuous as that. 
NoLAN. Don't use that word. 
MARION. Bunny, dear, it's your own. 
NoLAN. Do you think it hasn't been on my con-
science ever since-do you think it hasn't tortured 
me? 
MARION. What. dear? 
NoLAN. That thought! 
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MARION. Which thought? 
NoLAN. Every time I heard about you-all the 
notoriety that's attended you in the American papers 
-running around California with movie comedians 
-painting pictures of Communist statesmen! 
MARION. I've done Capitalist statesmen, too. And 
at Geneva-
NoLAN. (Darkly-looks at her) You know what 
I mean! 
MARION. You mean- . (She whispers through her 
cupped hand) You mean "promiscuous." I~ it whis-
pered in the sewing-circles of Nashville? (NOLAN 
looks away from her.) Will I be burned for a witch 
if I go back home? Will they have a trial over me? 
Will you defend me? 
NOLAN. ( fbtite-lit-er:all'jl-sincer-e_simplicity-f.JYent) 
I sbould be forced, as an honest man, to stand before 
. the multitude and say: "In condemning this woman 
you are condemning me who am asking your suff-
rages to represent you. For it was I with whom 
this woman first sinned before God." As an honor-
/ able maii-t hil.Cls wnat r snou a n ave--to do. 
l 1 _ I: ' MARION. And has this worried you-actually-? 
NoLAN. It's tortured me-! (Gloomily) I can't 
forget that it was I who-
MARION. ('Obviously he was the first-gently let-
ting him-down) Did you think you were the first, 
Bunny? Was I so unscrupulously coquettish as to 
lead you to believe that I- (Rises) Oh, I couldn't 
have been. (Crosses to R. of model stand) It's not 
like me. 
NOLAN. (Fiercely-jumps ttp) Don't lie to me I 
MARION. (Sits on stand) Bunny, you frighten me. 
NoLAN. (Standing over her) You're lying to me 
to salve my conscience but I won't have it! I know 
my guilt and I'm going to bear it! 
MARION. Well, I don't want to deprive you of your 
little pleasures but-
·I('.·, I 
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NoLAN. You're evil, Marion. You haven't the face 
of evil but you're evil-evil! 
MARION. Oh, Bunny, darling, now you can't mean 
that surely. What's come over you? You never were 
like that-or were you? You know perfectly well 
I'm not evil. Casual-maybe-but not evil. (-Serieus 
fer- a-mome-nt)- Good Heavens., Bunny, I might as 
well say you're evil because you're intolerant. These 
are differences in temperament, that's all-charming 
differences in temperament. 
NoLAN. (Shakes-his head, -unwnvinced, crosses 
step-down R.-) So_phistry! : · · 
MARION. All right, Dean Inge. Sophistry! By the 
~ ' way, I've met the Gloomy Dean and he's not gloomy 
at all-he's very jolly. (Rises; crosses t-o L. o.f him) 
Let's hay_e_a cup of tea, shall we? Will your constitu-
.ents care if you have a cup of tea with a promiscuous 
woman? Will they have to know? 
NoLAN. I'm afraid I can't, Marion. I have to be 
getting on- fSta1'fs~up c.) · 
MARION. ('Stops him when he is below R. end of 
sofa R.) Oh, stay and have some tea- (Puts him in 
sofa R.} What do you have to do that can't wait for 
a cup of tea-? (Calls off) Minnie-Minnie-
MINNIE. (Offstage) Ja, Fraulein-
MARlON. BiHe~tee- , t 
MINNIE. (Offstage) Ja, Fraulein- ~N 
leoks-ar-Novrn=mvifr;s-a-t-h,im..as..ske.cws.s.e.s..and..sits. 
H e- is quitln itncomforta-ble.) 
I. . ~ N~,.. (She -sits on upstage end of-model stand, . • I --;/baC!i to audience. Pause. BoTH start to speak-they 
1 stop and lmtgh--then· NoLAN continues. After a 
:,; · pause-slightly embarrassed) About the painting, 
Marion. 
MARION. Oh, I was only joking-don't let yourself 
be bullied into it-
. NoLAN. I've never been done in oils. It might do 
;; 
/ 
,.., - ' • "' <. '-'~ . 
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for campaign purposes. And, if I should be elected, 
it would be very helpful to you in Washington. 
MARION. Y:ou're _:.awfully kind, Bunny. I must tell 
- you frankly, though, that the dignified Senatorial style 
isn't exactly my forte. (..$ke-g.iv..es-.him-flr-.leng-tee-k:) 
However, I might try . . (-R..U-e-s-an-d-.s-t-ud-ies-him;-efflS-s-
1 :fj..1J4. -up-and- t+H!-n-X.. 8f--him) Yes, I'll try. I'll make 
' /" you look like W ' : '14 iri§i:-even handsomer. 
1 Get the women's votes. (She--suddenly kisses htm on 
the cheek) .Thank you, darling! 
p' -"'"' NoLAN. (Y.ncomf-oxt_ab..le, embarrassed..and.thr-illed) 
' },..,.., Marion. 
MARION. Just a rush of feeling, dear! 
NOLAN. You understand that this-this commis-
sion-
MARION. Of course. Strictly business. Don't 
worry. I shan't kiss you again until it's finished. . 
NoLAN. I don't know . whether I told you-I'm 
going to b~ .married in a month. 
MARION} I'll have the portrait ready for your wed-
ding day. 
NoLAN. And I am devoted to Slade with every 
fiber of my being-
MARION. Every fiber? How thorough! (.She 
cr-es-s~ te-a-hove-him as -she is tudying him.) 
NoLAN. I'm not a Bohemian, you lmow, Marion. 
MARION. Don't tell me y_s>~'z~agy~y?-· (-d-h e-c.o.n-
tinues to s tudy n im,- crossing to- down R. 0 him. 
M-INNIE enters L. with tea tray containing: teapot, two 
Gups and saucers, spoons, sugar and c1·eam, plates of 
wkes. She crosses and puts tray on the model stand 
.and exits L.} Oh, Bunny, what fun it'll be to do you. -
Thank you, Minnie. Tell me-how do you see your-
self? 
NOLAN. What do you mean? 
MARION. In your heart of hearts-how do you 
see yourself? Napoleon, Scipio, Mussolini-? 
NoLAN. Nonsense! Do you think I 'm an actor? 
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MARION. Of course. Everybody is. Everybody 
has some secret vision of himself. Do you know what 
mine is? Do you know ]}ow I see myselfl ~ (The 
DOORBELL rings.) I 
NoLAN. (lrrrn:ir:ai~ly) More visitors! 
MARION. (Call-s- -f M1:N-N-r-E:;) Minnie! See who 
y · l · __..t.}t is will .ou~ ? (Sits -on -lower L. end of- model-
. 'rf-"JI ~· stan Probably the young man I met on the boat 
~~ '·. , coming to take me to dinner. 
:/1 NoLAN. What's his name? 
MARION. I've forgotten. He's just a boy I met on 
the boat. 
NOLAN. How can anybody live the way you live? 
MARION. It's a special talent, dear. (The DOOR-
BELL rings again.) innie ! Go to the door. Deaf 
. as a post.. ~N-F rm·ter:. . q?J'e's tv d __ . ) 
;; ' -Tiri.Sis my lucky day, Bunny. 
'I 
NoLAN. ·would you mind, in front of strangers, 
not to call me "Bunny"? 
MARION. Oh, of course. What is it, Bunny? 
NoLAN. Leander. 
MARION. (Mnemonic) Leander-Hellespont-
Leander-
fMINNIE comes down stage a few feet from the door 
c. KuRT, when MINNIE opens the door c., ad 
libs to her: "Miss Froude asked me to_return at 
this time.") 
MINNIE. (-J-u.s-t-vns-ide the -4oom) It's the Junger 
who was here before-er sagt er ist hier auf Geschaft. 
MARION. Oh, show him in, Minnie, and bring a -
cup for him, to.o. _ 
MINNIE. (-Crosses__ to_ door_c.:.)__]~ 
NOLAN. (Rises; crosses a step toward her) And 
don't use these extravagant terms of endearment-
Anybody who didn't know you would misunderstand 
it-
MARION. (Mischievously) All right, darling . . 
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(NoLAN crosses to down R. MINNIE ushers in KuRT. 
MINNIE then e~!~:!d I'm so glad to see you again, 
Mr.- ·-
KuRT. Kurt. 
MARION. Oh-
KURT. 'With a K. 
MARION. Oh, I'll try to remember. This is Sena-
tor Nolan-Mr. Kurt. 
NoLAN. (fjfOW'eritrg") I am not Senator Nolan. 
(KuRT crosses to down L.c. during this next speech. 
/ --When h~-·is- clear for her entranee MINNIE 
- enters wzth an extr-a cup, saucer and spoon.) 
MARION. But you will be. (..() ff-er-s- NoLAN- a-c.uf': 
H e-ero'Sse-s-and-get-s-it-.) Can't I just call you that-
between ourselves? It gives me such a sense of quiet 
power. 
NOLAN. (-T-aking-cup) Thank you. 
MARION. (To Noh-AN-;) And maybe I'll impress my 
visitor. {'Fe--Mffl..N-I&,-wheneve~ she gives her the 
cup) ]:hank you, Minne. (Fo KuRT) Do have a cup 
of tea, Mr. Kurt. 
KURT. (Puts hat on table rear of sofa L.} I am not 
impressed by politicians. And I didn't come to drink 
tea. I am here on business. · 
MARION. Well, you can do both. They do in Eng-
land. American business men are so tense. 
KURT. {-b'l'e-sses and gets the- cup. N evert he less, 
he takes a hearty sipJ I'm not a business-man. 
NoLAN. Well, whatever you are, you are very ill-
mannered. 
KuRT. (Amiably-standing below on stage end of 
·sofa L.) That's true. 
MARION. (Delighted) Isn't it ~ic> you agree. For 
a moment I thought you weren't going to hit it off-
NOLAN. (Standing below offstage end of sofa R.) 
In my day, if a boy came in and behaved like this 
before a lady, he'd be horsewhipped. 
K· 
/ 
i 
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KuRT. Well, when you get into the Senate, you 
can introduce a horsewhipping bill. Probably bring 
you great acclaim. 
NoLAN. You talk like a Belshe-vik. 
KuRT. Thank you! You talk like a Senator. 
MARION. (-Q.u.ic.kLy'- .takes his --cup) Another cup, 
Mr. Kurt-
KURT. No, thank you. 
MARION. (Pttts down cup and offers KuRT cakes) 
Try one of these cakes-they're very nice. Minnie 
made them-almost as good as leb kuchen-Minnie 
spoils me. 
KuRT. (Taking it, eats cake down L.C. MARION 
e-xtends cake plate to NOLAN, who shakes his head 
"No") Having said, from our respective points of 
view, the worst thing we could say about each other, 
having uttered the ultimate insult, there's no reason 
we can't be friends, Senator. (MARION hands KURT 
-his~refilled teacup.) Damn good cake. 
MARION. What did I tell you? 
KURT. No lunch as a matter of fact. 
MARION. That's what's the matter with him-he 
was hungry-hungry boy-
N GLAN. He probably wants to sell you some insur--
a_!l~- (Puts teacu,p on piano.-) 
.. ..---;- KuRT. Not at all. I'm not here to sell. I'm here 
' to buy. 
MARION. A picture ! 
KuRT. Do I look like a picture-buyer? 
MARION. As a matter of fact, you don't-but I 
haven't anything to sell except pictures. 
KuRT. (Confidently) Yes, you have. 
MARION. (To NoLAN) This young man is very 
tantalizing. 
NoLAN. Well, why don't you ask him to state his 
proposition and have done with it? 
MARION. (Turns to KuRT and repeats mechanic-
ally) State your proposition and have done with it. 
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KURT. fPuts-eujJ-on-table rear of-sofa-L.-} What a 
nuisance women are ! 
NoLAN. (-5tat'ting-toward him) Why, you insolent 
, whelp-I've half a mind to-
KuRT. (Pleasantly) That's an impulse you'd bet-
ter control. I wrote this lady a business letter asking 
for an appointment. She granted it to me at four-
thirty. It is now six. In that interval, I've climbed 
these five flights of stairs three times. I've lost an 
hour of my life going away and coming back. An 
hour in which I might have read a first-class book 
or made love to a girl or had an idea-E.n irreparable 
, tA . hour. That's rudeness, if- (-T-o MARIONl.__.Jt's un- · 
r businesslike. 1t's-sl6ppy. -Now wtll you see me alone 
or will you keep me here fencing with this inadequate 
antagonist? 
MARION. (Puts down her cup on tr.-ay, then speaks.) 
You are un~st-ienably the most impossible young 
man I've ever met. Go away ! 
KURT. Right! (H-e means to go and--she knows that · 
he means it. A nd she is cons~tmed with cur-iosity.) 
So long, Senator! Yours for the Revolution! fStartsA 
to-go-up. c:) -----
MARION. (Speaks !JWckl;yzand stof1. fou 
he moves more than a stepj_Y oung man ! Mr. Nolan 
Ts" an old fri end of mme. I should consult him, in 
any case, about whatever business you may suggest. 
Can't you speak in front of him? 
KuRT. I cannot ! 
MARION. (Rises and crosses to NoLAN} Please 
wait a minute-
KuRT. All right-one. (He picks up a magazine 
and leafs through it negligently.) 
MARION. (To NoLAN} After all, L~,_ I can't 
altord-it m ay oe some tliing-- T m just curious to 
hear what he's got to say for himself-
NoLAN. I'm not sure it's safe to leave you alone 
with a character like that~ · 
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MARION. Minnie's in her room-with a bow and 
arrow. 
_. NoLAN_,_ ff:_rgsses to f!dJ --~,_e.) I have to go in any 
case-I'm late now. ·- · 
MARION. fFollowing him up a step or two) When 
will I see you, Bunny? 
NoLAN. (6ets hat and coat from desk) I don't 
know. I'm very busy. (&osses-trrdTJ!Fr :) 
MARION. (Crosse-s t R. f-himj Telephone me 
tonight. I'll tell you what he said. It'll probably be 
/ funny. 
" · NOLAN. fGut-loud to Kt:rRTj It ains me, Marion, 
that you a re sounprotected that any hooligan-
(KuRr-turns page of magazine.) ·can write you and 
come to see you in your apartment. H9wever, that 
is the way you have chosen. Good night. 
MARION. Good night, dear. Are you in the book? 
· I'll telephone you-
.!, NoLAN. (Hastily) No-no-you'd better not. I 
shall communicate with you. Goodbye. 
KURT. So long, Sir Galahad. (NOLAN goes out c. 
There is a pause.) 
MARION. (Gets NoLAN's cup from piano-and puts 
·it on tray)_ :Well, I'm afraid you didn't make a very 
_ goed impression on him ! 
KuRT. (Puts magazine on table rear of sofa, also 
cake, then rises and faces her) That's just too bad. (l!.f; MARION. __That's no way for a young man to get 
, , J on in,...the"World-he's a very important person. 
_ _.....-KuRT. That's what passes for importance. You're 
- .--- not taken in by him, are you? Stuffed shirt-flatulent 
and pompus-perfect legislator. 
MARION. As a matter of fact, he's a very nice 
man- (Crossing ttp R. to desk) simple and kindly. 
(Gets cigarettes from desk and crosses to above 
stand. Gives one to KuRT who takes one. Lights it.) 
KuRT. I bet_ he_ isn't si_!!].ple and e isn't kindly. 
(Crosses to above and L. vf mod-el stand-) I bet he's 
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greedy and vicious. Anyway, he's a hypocrite. When 
a man starts worrying out loud about unprotected 
women, you may know he's a hypocritical sensualist. 
MARION. You're a violent young man, aren't you? 
KuRT. Yes. (-Throws match to floor. She watches 
him throw the match, then crosses to desk; puts down 
humidor.) The world is full of things and people 
that make me see red- Why do you keep calling 
me youth and young man? I'm twenty-five. 
MARION. (Crosses to piano and lights cigarette, 
getting match from holder on piano) Well, you seem 
to have the lurid and uncorrected imagination of thE: 
adolescent. 
KuRT. Imagination! That's where you're wrong. 
I may tell you, Miss Froude, that I'm as realistic as 
anybody you've ever met. 
MARION. (<Crosses down and leans against onstage 
end of piano, facing him) Anybody who'd be so 
unreasonable over a nice fellow like Bunny Nolan-/ l KuRT. (b-t-os-se_s to above model-stand) You're one 
, ' · of those tolerant people, arenTyou.......::.see-the best in 
" J ' ' people? 
1 
. /· MARION. You say that as if tolerance were a ~c c.rime. 
KuRT. (-Bitter) Your kind is. It's criminal because 
it encourages dishonesty, incompetence, weakness and 
all kinds of knavery. What you call tolerance I call 
sloppy laziness. 
MARION. (6rosses- to rear of piano)- You are a 
fanatical young man. 
KuRT. Having said that you think you dispose of 
,· me. Well, so be it. I'm dispose<i_ of.. ({;.rosseS-a step 
R) Now let's get down to business. (His manner 
plainly-say~ell.,why shottld I batherto convince 
y01tL f;f.lhat importance cm1r ·it possibly have what you 
think of me?" It is not wasted on MARION.) 
MARION. You are also a little patronizing-
KuRT. (~) Am I? 
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MARION. However, I don't mind being patronized. 
Thal's where my tolerance comes in. It even amuses 
rr:e_~ Jittl~_b!t_.J Gr-esses-te-piano seat )_j?_ut as I have 
..---to change for amner, per aps you abetter- -
/ KuRT. Exactly. 
MARION. Please sit down- (She sits on piano 
bench, facing him. A moment-) 
KuRT. (Crosses to piano) I am the editor of the 
magazine called Every Week. Do you know it? 
MARION. It seems to me I've seen it on news-
stands-
KuRT. You've never read it? 
MARION. I'm afraid I haven't. 
KuRT. That is a tribute to your discrimination. 
We have an immense circulation, so you can imagine 
that the average of our readers' intelligence cannot 
be very high. f<1r4Jnically) Yet occasionally we flat- . 
ter them by printing the highbrows-in discreet doses ~ 
we give thew, at intervals, Shaw and W s· and -
~~- So you'll be in good company, anyway. 
~ARION. (Amazed) I will? 
KuRT. Yes. I want you to write your biography 
to run serially in Every Week. Later, of course, you 
can bring it out as a book. 
MARION. My biography! 
KuRT. Yes. The story of your life. 
MARION. '(Sharply b~tt with dignity) I know the 
meaning of the word. 
KuRT. The money is pretty good. I am prepared 
to give you an advance of two thousand dollars. 
MARION. (-Puts left elbow on piano nnd leans 
cheek on left hand) Good heavens, am I as old as 
that-that people want my biography? 
KURT. We proceed on the theory that nothing ex-
citing happens to people after they are forty-
MARION. What a cruel idea! 
KURT. Why wait till you're eighty? Your impres-
sions will be dimmed by time. Most autobiographies 
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are written by corpses. Why not do yours while you 
are still young, vital, in the thick of life? 
MARION. But I'm not a writer. I shouldn't know 
how to begin. 
KuRT. You were born, weren't you? Begin with 
that. 
MARION. I write pleasant letters, my friends tell 
me- But look here, why should you want this story 
from met Why should anybody be interested? I'm 
not a first-rate artist, you know-not by far-I'm 
just clever-
KuRT. (Insulting) It's not you-it's the celebrity 
of your subjects-
MARION. (Amused) You're a brutal young man. 
I rather like you-
KuRT. (Puts out cigarette in ashtray L. end of 
.piano) Well, you've been courageous. You've been 
rather forthright. For an American woman you've 
had a rather extraordinary career-you've done pret-
ty well what you wanted-
MARION. The Woman Who Dared sort-of-thing. 
Isn't that passe? 
KuRT. I think your life will make good copy. You 
went to Europe and managed to get the most inac-
cessible people to sit for you- How did you do it? 
MARION. You'd be surprised how accessible some 
of the inaccessible people are. 
KuRT. Well, that's just what I get from your story. 
Just that. Tell what happened to you, that's all. The 
impulse that made you leave home, that made-yeu-ga; 
fey-instance;-to-Russia·, before the-popular- emigratien 
s@t-it, that's made you wander ever since, that's kept 
you from settling down in any of the places where 
you had a chance to get established. 
MARION. (-Qztite seriottsly-after a moment) But 
supposing I don't know that-
KuRT. Well, that's interesting. That enigma is 
interesting. Maybe, while writing, you can solve it. 
I . t 
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I feel there's a great story in you and that you'll have 
great fun telling it. 
MARION. Young man, you make me feel like an 
institution. 
KuRT. Should do you a lot of good in your pro-
fessional caree .u.,'U1;11 . ~ "'r~rin en1 Rqrt:£~its you've made of- ±.eVm, U.~HH.i, __!:.~H)rffimg 
you like-
MARION. (-She-begins to laugh,qui~tly a first, then 
heartily) Forgive me-
KURT. (Unperturbed) What's the matter? 
MARION. Something I remembered-the funniest 
thing-isn't it funny how the oddest things pop into 
your mind? 
KuRT. What was it? 
MARION. Something that happened years ago-
KuRT. What? 
MARION. Oh, I couldn't possibly tell you. It 
wouldn't be fair! 
KuRT. In that case, it'll probably be great for the 
magazine. Save it! 
MARION. (Frightened) You won't do anything 
lurid, will you? 
KuRT. Just print the story-just as you write it-
practically as you write it. 
MARION. (.-Rises) I'm scared! (Puts aigarette out 
in ashtray, offstage downstage end of piano.) 
KuRT. Nonsense. Here's your first check. Two 
thousand dollars. (He puts the check down on the 
table in front of her.) 
MARION . (Wretched suddenly-picks up check-
·looks at check) I can't tell you how old this makes 
me feel. 
Ku:R.T. Suppose I asked you to write a novel? That 
wouldn't make you feel old, would it? Well, I'm 
simply asking you to write a novel of your life. 
MARION. You may be disappointed, you know. 
You probably see headlines· in your mind. (Paces 
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down-R:.} The Last of the Great Adventuresses, The 
Magda Who Vvouldn't Go Home, The Woman of a 
Thousand-! beg your pardon-A Hundred A ffairs. 
{Paces to downstage end of piano bench) I promise 
you-it won't be a bit like that. 
'- v KuRT. \Ve'll announce it next month-first install-
. I m_ent the following month. 0,. K.? .. 
MARION. (Paces down- R.} Oh, dear! I can't 
promise a thing like that-I really can't-
KuRT. Why not? 
MA~IO~- !t'll wor!Y_Eie too much. 
KuRT. W eli;aOri't promise. Just get to work. 
; MARION. (Faces him) But what'll I do first? 
'o 1 KuRT. (Getting up) Well,ii Lw.e.r..e yqu I'd sit 
_1 ·down. (She does so helplessly mt piano bench. KURT 
' · ' : then gives her paper-one of his own pencils) There, 
now! You're all set! 
i : I; ) \1ARION. (Wailinrf) How can I go out to dinner 
I . {..> ./L __:_how can I ever do anything with a chapter to write? , KuRT. fFak7;s-C'tga1'ette...f¥-aL p&kage from-o-poc-1 · lu#) After all, you don't have to make up anything. 
' - Just tell what happened to you. -(~ghts.....mga~e-tte.) 
= 
MARION. Can I use names? 
KuRT · \Vhen they're prominent, yes. The obscure 
ones you can fake if you want to. Nobody'll knovv 
'em anyway. 
MARION. Oh- ~k-s-at-him-) What's your name? 
KuRT. {±-e&k- t herJ I told you-my name's 
Kurt. 
MARION. I know-with a K. I caa't call you Kurt! 
c. 1 What's your name? 
I KuRT. Richard. 
- MAR"io:N. Oh. (14-pa-use) I tell you, Dickie, when 
I think-when I think-of the funny men I've known 
-they're pretty nearly all brothers under the skin, 
you know, Dickie. . 
KuRT. (Bite) Well, that, as they say in the office, 
is an angle. 
I (/ 
;<. I 
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MARION. (Suddenly her fear vanishes and she is 
overcome with the marvelous p'ossibilities. Jumps up 
and leans toward him as if to kiss him but quickly 
.thinks better Qf it) Dickie, I think it'll be marvelous! 
(Picking up check) And imagine, I'm going to be 
paid for it! Dickie, you're an angel! 
KURT. (Sardonically) That's me! Angel Kurt! 
, Well, so long. (Crosses to up c.) _ 
MARION. (Suddenly panicky-interested in_.him) 
Oh, don't go! You can't go away and leave me like 
this-alone with my life-
-· ·- K-uRT.{Grosses to L . of piano) Perhaps it's time 
you got a good, straight, clear-eyed look at it-alone, 
by yourself, without anybody around to hold your 
hand-
MARION. (Dro.ps pencil on pad, then speaks) No. 
I don't want to. (Shntgs her shoulders as if she were 
cold-crosses to below offstage end of piano to win-
do::uJ I think it would worry me. Besides, I feel 
superstitio-us abotit if. - - - - · -· -
KuRT. (Crosses downstage to level with her) 
Su~rstitious ! 
-- MARION. (Leans on piano) Yes. A kind of-ul-
timate act. After you've written your biography, 
what else could there possibly be left for you to do? 
KuRT. Collect material for another. 
MARION. (Gives him a quick look) What could 
you do over again-that wouldn't be repetitious? 
KuRT. It's repetitious to eat or to make love, isn't 
it? You keep on doing it. 
MARION. You're cynical. 
KuRT. (Almost spits it out) You're sentimental. 
MARION. I am-"Sentimental Journey"-no, that's 
been used, hasn't it? (Sits R. arm of sofa R.) 
KuRT. Don't worry about a title-1'11 get that from 
the story after you've finished it. 
MARION. There's something about it-! don't 
know-
' 
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KuRT. What? 
MARION. Vulgar. Everybody spouting memoirs. 
Who cares? 
KuRT. Well, wron hunch. Sor to have taken -----
your valua e time. Goodbye. (:Starts-a-step-towar-d 
.u.p--e.) 
MARION. ·(The finality frightens- her) What do 
~ you mean? 
~ KuRT. -l=Ie is · · ri!w-crosse:s to her) I'm pre- f!!'c::::;:::::ss~~---
, aamit I was mistaken-that's all. fn your 
desire to escape vulgarity you would probably be-
thin. You might even achieve refinement. I'm not 
interested. (Withering sarcasm) Padded episodes 
hovering on the edge o£ amour. 
1}- \L. MARION. (Rises' and turns to him 
-1- -yoll're msu era e ,-
oung mJn, ~~~-----
KuRT. And you're a false alarm! 
MARION. ( Angril'y) I congratulate you. You've 
brought me to the verge of losing my temper. But I 
tell you this-you're quite mistaken about the char-
acter of my life-about my relations with my friends. 
My story won't be thin and episodic because my life 
hasn't been thin and episodic. And I won't have to 
pad-the problem will be to select. I'm going to write 
the damn thing just to show you. (<A ft er a moment) 
Come in tomorrow afternoon for a cocktail. 
KuRT. Whose memoirs are these going to be, yours 
or mine? 
MARION. Well, you're an editor, aren't you? {She 
smiles at him) Come in and edit. 
KuRT. All right, I'll come. But if you aren't here 
I'll go away and I won't wait a minute. (Exits c. 
MARION. (Crosses to down R.C. looking a ter him, 
inclined to laugh, and yet affec ted. This is a new one 
on her. She speaks to herself) What an extraordinary 
young man !A (in a moment KURT comes_back _in 
MA"RION is very g a to see liim. As fliough she had 
not seen him all day) Oh, hello! 
r.;, ~l (j 
..... ( t 1\ 
~ 
_l~vv) 
I 1\. c. / lj ,, .... ~-:/ 
I 
' l,J ., 
< I -1v,f 
KuRT. fEmbar.r.asseJ.) I forgot my hat. (He-ean't 
see-it-at-om·~.) · (;>/' 
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MARION. (W-ithm:a-mrnti:ng-n.o.x..l.ao.king~ 
him, she indicates the hat on the sofa L.} There it is I 
Right next to mine! 
......-- - ----- .. ------~1K~URT. (Crosses for it) Oh, yes. (Crosses to c.) 
Thanks. (Stands up c. looking at MARION, who has 
not taken her eyes off of him. He is embarrassed) 
Well, so long! (WARN Curtain.) 
MARION. So long. (KuRT leaves again. She stands 
as before looking after him. She turns toward the 
pia.no-sees the check-picks it up and reads it to 
make sure it's tnte. The whole thing has a slightly 
fantastic quality to her. She is very happy and ex-
cited. She crosses to the piano bench and, seeing 
check, piclls it ·up, waves the check in her hand like 
a pennant and says almost to herself "something al-
ways turns up for me." She kisses the check. She 
sees the pad and pencil on the piano and, picking 
them up, she sits on the downstage end of the 
piano bench and contemplates how to begin. She 
repeats the first words of the first chapter aloud to 
her self) I am born- (MINNIE enters L. to get the 
tea things she had left on the model stand. MARION 
taps the pencil on the pad as she repeats the words:) 
I am born- (The time seems remote to her.) 
MINNIE. Was? Was, Marion? 
MARION. I am born-I meet Richard Kurt. Well, 
Minnie, here I have the outline-! am born-I meet 
Richard Kurt-now all I have to do is to fill in-
MINNIE. (Y.sed- te-ha'l:fing-irreZ.evancies addressed 
·to her-, takes· this~ progwrn, r:.ath tolid~) Was, 
Marion? 
MARION. (Trying to get rid of her) Fix something 
light, will you, Minnie? I'm not going out. 
MINNIE. Aber der Junge kommt ! 
MARION. What Junge? J ll 
MINNIE. Der Junge dettft-l~!!tli~ee-- , '.kt· ~~ L--.- [(. : 
I 
I 
~· 
- u 
I 
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MARION. Oh, yes! The Junge I met on .the boat. 
You'll have to send him away. I can't go out tonight. 
From now on, J\IIinnie, no more frivolous engage-
ments ! tJ ,J /, , , 
MINNIE. (Astonished) ·.:))e bfe!~en; gan.z-abend zu 
Hause-! - ~t-~- J - tr. 
MARION. Yes, Minnie. I'm spending the evening 
alone with my life- ( 5he-rememhffs4tf<R-:r,' woui& 
and- r-epeats them as if, after all, they have made a 
profound impres.rion on her) -get a good, straight, 
clear-eyed look at it-
J 
MINNIE. (Picks up the J ea tt:!JY and bustling. to- _........,_........, 
ward the kitchen, promtsmg deh ht~] E:m-aetliish 
'- EJ:'its L.} 
MARION. (Already broodinfl. over her..P.MJ),.J .. am 
_______________________ h_or_n __ ~~ . us c=~ 
1 ~ S I 
S L O lU 
c_~ : \ \ 
, 
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ACT TWO 
SCENE: The same. About three weeks later. After-
noon. 
AT RisE: MARION is_ putting some touches on the 
full-length portrait of LEANDER NOLAN which 
stands away from the audience. She is very 
happy. On a table nearby her writing things. 
() fl. She is struck by an idea for her book, puts down 
X ;/:o £lOR.· her brushes and palette, runs to the table to put 
~ . down some notes. The idea pleases her. She 
'D • giggles to herself. 
-f . , MARION writes a few sentences on the pad 
· .y""" ~ I • .· which is · on the piano. She is highly pleased 
/1"~~ · with her compositi~ She crosses to easel. 
f ( 
r 
~-
MINNIE enters L. 4td c1 OSSH- te R.c. bcfgre 
· • MA.RTDN s:ees lu.r. ....______ 
MARION. (Sees MINNIE at last) Oh, yes, Minnie. 
Do you want anything? 
MINNI;E. fB:e.WJ.w_..s.~) You asked me to come 
right away, Marion. 
MARION. Did I? 
MINNIE. Ja. (.$itteng on :sofa R:) Zo! You have 
left a note on the kitchen I should come in right away 
I am back from the market. 
MARION. Stud 'n the· ortrait Of course I did. 
at s ng t, mme. 
MINNIE!ll-W ell, what did you want, Marion? 
MARioN':"'Did I tell you there'd be two for dinner? 
46 
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. MINNIE. Ja. Geviss! Das ist why I went to the 
# $ arket. ~ ~ · MARION. Well, I've changed my plans;.~ I'm dining out w1th F eyd1e after all. ([/MINNIE. (:Ri8ire~xs1'fhns.W•;9"""i • 7p't 1111*1!) Ach, 
@ · Gott! fShe studies the portrait.-) 
MARION. (-hoo-ks- h.wrn.ar_QJJ,sl_y_...at- MIN·NIE} Gut? /f!d MINNIE. Ziemlich gut. f': MARION. Do you know w).1o it is,.? 1 1 
, , >'-- INNIE. Oh, das ' s1ehfl mali ja gleich. Das ist 
J~ 4 ?-H1:!A~~~-n·~ughs p~6~8 pRint eR6Sh il& he1' nwfHh 
.a · (DOORBELL rings.) See who that is, will you, r • 1 and shBkes. hBneh !f1ith Mmnffij . :Ihanks, J.\!Iinnie,J; Minnie? 
· MINNIE. (-Gte,!ees te?;f;!erd tl1e deer c.) Ist die 
Fraulein zu Hause? 
MARION. Ich el'Wal'te- Herr Feydak. Fur Ihm bin 
Ich immer zu Hause. 
MINNIE. (Agreeing heartily crr she GrrJsses to he 
door. c) Ya, ya der Herr Feydak- (MINNIE goes 
out c.) 
(MARION jots down a note on the pad which is on the 
piano. FEYDAK enters c. MINNIE enters after 
him and exits L.) , 
..../-- \::..O VV\ G. I r-1 
~AILl ,f O MARIQN. (.,.4!; 1-s;' Hello, Feydie! -8it-down ! ,(,PV'~- l"EYDAK. rc;:;;.:ingtg Otu~jl i?ad i~) Well, 
· r • ~ my dear, which career do I interrupt? 
.A/:.> f< ' ~ MARION. (-Laughing) I don't know !. . 
" ,p:J• ~EYDA One comes to see you w1th d1ffidence 
· 0 ays. ( Jc;:~;;vJ;~' r nnn r;wB& G.fHJt· r;md lud Bnd plsees 
. P" ...A ~b~H t/ijg upstggg 9?Hi 9{ thB &9{Q R: tHirl sits '<'Jn f'Jrt} #We E. sirlo sf ~he af>}8.} 
.. +J: t/ · MARION. (99-s&Bs tf> psi,!tiufj) While I'm painting 
~ L d'JVI think of funny things to say-funny phrases. It Jvrl won't be a serious biography, thank God. I'm dedi-
0 t'l Y- \A 16' f, 
.. 
·. I 
r . 
. , 
.-y 
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. .. u--r-. 1~-r p)(.R Y!f>tAting it to Yicki..,;_;'To Vicki-the~ person I 
' "'. r...:;;; have ever known"! (Pa.::uy--the-way;-ltave--yeu 
1,. r ~t::a:ny:::::Iittl€ na.psh~ 'dci a!J I' (e got are 
'f.,t.f" . iormal phot~h his ox:ders I'd like-te-get 
sg.met.b..ffig a: little more-1lltima.te. 
FEmAK. I'll hunt some up£~ · 
j\.~ARION. Have you heard from the Powers yet, 
when you are to leave? 
..../ FEYQ.~ Tomorrow. Y;"E;,~ 'dlf"MARION .. f.St1•ieken pwl5 palette 1m pe8n8 an~ sit:r 
~/ + . · ;1-Feyrlie ! 
· EYDAK. {-Eatalis4ieally) Tomorrow. I shall leave 
J<.l> R. . ou with ~ow, Marion. 
'tJ- MARIO~'ll have no one to laugh with. 
c~FEYDAK. For me it's an exile. ~ MARION. You'll have a . wonderful time. I shall 
miss you terribly. 
FEYDAK. Perhaps you'll come out. 
MARION. Perhaps I will. I've always wanted to go 
to China. If I have enough money left from all my 
labors I'll stop in on you--en route to China. 
, x ;-r:7 FEYDAK. That would be marvelous. ~U ~~ MARION. You know,· writing one's life has a sober-
'¥ u (7 ing effect on one-you get it together and you think: 
"Well! Look at the damn tt:ing-" 
FEYDAK. (~se.d tl~e;~~ea/?; seriously) Do you 
want to be impressive? 
_ . ,:/" , ,1\tlARION. Well, I don't want to be trivial---'-
~ ~ ··FEYDAK. I think you escape that. 
X F cr MARION. My friendships haven't been trivial, 
r'~ (/ #1.have they? (Sl'!e giro•Bs his h89'1d 8 SliJ 'Uf!oeBe-:-j -OA(J'UQ ~ FEYDAK. (P-ause) Have you seen that bombastic 
oung man? 
MARION. Oh, ye?. H e comes in every once in a 
wh1le to see ow m getting on. He's quite insulting. 
Underneath his arrogance I suspect he's very uncer-
tain . 
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>( L(, J f!" • ~EYQAK.-Oh, now don't tell me he has an inferi-_fl;b..--/~· onty complex! 
MARION. Well, I think he has. 
1 
·~ /t!J> FEYDAOJ< The new psy0olo91 is very confusin~. 
Prl/ In my simple da:y you said: That young man IS 
C).q ' bumptious and insufferable" and you dismissed him. 
::. 
/ Now you say: . "He has an inferiority complex" and 
you encourage him to be more bumptious and insuf-
ferable. It's very confusmg. 
MARioN. There's a kind of honesty about him that 
I like. (j)_ FEYDAK. {-f.14Sto.14t/y putti~ig t&w9 Bmi #W9 #egethe") 
Oh! · 
MARION. Nothing like that, Feydie! As a matter 
of fact-I don't mind telling you-! like him very 
much-
FEYDAK. I think he r · estined-
MARION. He's not interested. He's some kind of 
'fanatic. Soe1al, 1 thmk. I've met that kind in ~1.n~ 
-quite unassailable. But I'm optimistic- ~ 
l9ttgh. She ri&~s BM e,.essa tmd pide:J rtp the palette) 
Well one must never des air must on ? Life is so 
muc more resourceful and resilient than one is 
oneself. Three weeks ago when you came to see me 
I felt quite at the end of my rope. I didn't tell you 
quite but I actually didn't know which way to turn. 
I felt tired too-which troubled me. Well, now I 
find myself, quite suddenly- ?.S:h11 i14diG9tes per 
_.r~IV Wei+f doin~ Leander and- ~.S:/u i14di liQtR-s mgn~f* 
~ ~'!};.~;;! :01nE m_Y.,self. N~w vi5ta. Very exciting. 
·-"' .,-. ~ K. 1"}t th1s _enthusiasm for art alo~e? 
~.:(;-<//. • · ARION. Of course !-Feyd1e, what 
~ did you think? 
1 FEYDAK. I don't believe it. 
_k-f'rtJ?Y.. MARION. Come here _and have a look at Leander. 
' -'iif""J J'Y} • (She ptiitr;:le#te 9H qf,oi~Ulf?'OM &eat.-) 
.!!'Or('; . ~H ~DAK. ~R-isM 'ii'td9& t_IJ fliil €11;'1%'96 On---#te 
~ -MUil .. ~rig 61'96-688 ie R. ef ltttn:j Hm! Formal! · - ~$ ~ 
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Tympi Wilson ·! 
(-;J'e FB"il>*:&;) Der film star I 
So? 
fR£J9ia~tt) J a ! ] a ! 
SI 
Oh, Feydie, you'll adore this. Ask him 
(As slu gees to d~ Gott, ~>:.. ~ 
. -~~~<- . 
Warwick's public. 
And mine! 
WILSON. (Cr>Jui14g t>J MAJUQ~ Q14d kissi14g hBr 
~-· Marion ! 
• MARION../ Warwick ! 
141 ~ .J~ WILSON. Darling! How are you? X • MARION. I'm splendid. Been up all night? 
WILSON. No. No ! This is business. (MnnnE 
has {;'I'()SS~>d tc:J i4P Jo,, 91(;l'l.ce,. tshi1f·g- he1• eye!! f1'811t 
VlnsBOtt.) 
MARION. This is Mr. Feydak. Mr. Warwick Wil-
son, the famous film star. 
WILSON . .f.~sses t9 sef8 lmd shskes hsntla l!t!ith 
FmBAK drfJ99UJtiHJlZ,~ Feydak! The Mr. Feydak? 
A £. FEYDAK. f-A~takl/111-ftJ" his-b.~ol#e-r-') J a . 
..vi )( ~WILSON I've heard of you indeed. 
: 1' ' - -J:- FEYDAK. Have you? Thanks. . 
UV{ MARIO Mr. Feydak is on his way to Hollywood. 
• · o write the music for-
WILSON. (Cr>Jssi14g he sits Qn the h:-.'i4Je--of4he 
}1ft , i- .r-~..- nt-o.j-JI:lg. mod~~faOOtg on-~0£ course! 
A 5!f_;-
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I am honored, Mr. Feydak-deeply honored. That Lo,~1'LCJ unforgettable waltz h~ ~= -i; ~- ? {-Me s#sl'ls -:t~ . n wm~:-;m:~ ~: a ;;;;;;;,:1e ~ ~ T W91~1'om twe-~I · Mus1es my one passwn! 
 _ MARI.JEL-Once you said_it ":"as me. 
· ~N. A lot of good tt dtd me! 
)(. 2. ~ MARION. Jtii~ N+.. Well, tell m~e sees 
, " , ~l<i--Y-·---~9,..,.§1 9# \VIJo:S6 t- I oak at 
Mmnie. The mere sight of you has upset her so 
that she's speechless. 
, . •MINNIE. Ab~Fraulein! (:-W LSON look at-MIN-
NIE and ad libfi$i t' all right." MINNIE, speechless 
with delight, ex~ts L.) '../~ _L 
MARION. All right, Minnie! ~· • .,ll. a.A lJ ' 
· WILSON. FJ4'GfJiGGlly~ There you are! This face! 
F ,o,i,T .. This cursed !ace! I should go masked, really. One 
~ lias no private lite. 
I a:..l MARION. What would you do with it if you had 
'"'b # i.t, eh, Tympi? 
, WILSON. fiJ e~i§'hterJ.J That nickname! 
MARI()N. It just rolled off my tongue. Did I call 
you that . 
WILSON. You did! You invented it~o one's 
called me that since you left Hollywoo~And you {j;) promised to explain the significance to me, but you d ~ never did. 
1/ "fJ _j . '1~ MARION. Did it have a significance? ~?· :;~d - X If! # r;;.:~::;. fito~•t•dt-:~~J";, ';/1f.,;;.l I ~-- · :+" love em. l'd1 e to o a c ap er on me ames. 
~ • WILSON. (Highly ples~ Tympi! Tympi! 
f¥-ery atronizi ·~ You are an intuitive 
person, . r. ey a . I can see that. fFE:yr>.A.ILad 
Jib-s.'-..!.'..D_anke-.Ehon.'!) Can you imagine what she 
· meant? 
FEYDAK. Her vagaries are beyond me, Mr. Wilson. 
· WILSON. ~*»fr~"*'•"'•'·ei UMtiOK) Speak, 
(' 
,) 
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Oracle! No! Don't tell me now. Put it into that 
book you're writing. 
, f MARION. · · ~1+ees+ · x~ ~ Jiow things get around! 
- \NILSON. It's been in the back of my mind for 
years, Marion-to have you paint me. Now that we're 
both in town together-
MARION. Well, I'd love to--
WILSQN....jn the costume of the Dane. ~IDN-
81&6 li'EYDAK-6*~6-6 l6Hil~, -~trifuu a -/'~ I'd 
like to be do,ne in his costume. I hope, Mr. Feydak, 
that they won't break your spirit in Hollywood as 
they've almost broken mine ! 
FEYDAK. (With a &llt.ile-} My spirit is indestruc-
table. 
WILSON. (Riee& snJ 6Y0&&9& '9 FI1Q7 of &~nd. 
pgtr Evm;;> ur.: on tb v TJa"k.) I'm glad to hear it . . fl?:e-
tUI"Ia& tg ~~ 9{ 91i9tUl o>JauJ ttlt8.o6#8HiJs ft!ii/t hie-l'i~ltt 
=v--#@fJit~fJ-HI,-191-r.t)+· _;you know, for years I've been begging 
em to do Shakespeare. ~~e-s-ti~t4414tes...) 
MARION. {'nferru1'tig1§ .~it4a) Sit down and be 
comfortable. 
WILSON. They simply won't listen. But I'm 
going to give up acting and produce! 
MARION. Oh, good God! Don't do that! 
~ ILSON,_ Why not? 
..(~ MARION. What would Minnie do with her night 
,n off? 
WILSON. fSmi~es;) My public, eh? 
MARION. Yes ! 
WILSON. ·Quite so! (PatJ tmizinglyj You artists 
who work in media like painting or literature- fFt'r 
FEl'tY<K)· or music- That too is a· beautiful art, 
Mr. Feydak-transcends speech-transcends every-
thing, by saying nothing it says all. 
FEYDAK. (.Wi#a -~n~~etie snfi ;false~ 
]~ {The DOORBELL rings.) 
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WILSON. You are certainly lucky compared to us 
. poor actors .. W r;- (-MINNIE enters and- crosses to 
------:-dGD1'-C. ) - Wouldn't it be ironic if all that remains of 
me after I am gone were your painting of me ? That 
is why I want it, perhaps-my poor grasp on immor-
tality. 
FEYDAK. You see, Marion, you confer immortali-
ty. ?A.s...Mm:w li''I"OHes rb,eJ.e£4U,.lu:z ... e:yes. on Wn.-
SO-N~ 
MARION. (-Rises a!/lld--faeu-"W.:rLsoN.) I think im-
mortality is an over-rated commodity. But tell me, 
Tympi, .:;rhat are you doing away from Hollywood? 
· lVi fN'NIE. (Enters· c. and says to MARION) Derr 
Herr Nolan. ~NIF-ilum.look.s I.SON. WrL-
WN- .Y#m.U-look..s M-I.N.N.l-E..) 
MARION. Show him in. Show him in. (With · a 
lingering look at WILSON MINNIE exits c. 'Fe-
0THERS after watching MINNIE' exit-:} You see! 
F J}X,DAK. The effect is instantaneous-like music. 
f; ~ ~ 
1'1 · -\'\'\~. . niM (Jnd stand-s u;p e. MmNtl!! f oll(!W$ P/ NoLAN in and th~e-1¥J'S 
v d" MARION. & llo, Bunny! tl4a ~r,;du ei9tf} N~ 
1'- ~' You know Mr. Feydak. Mr. Nolan, this is Warwick 
Wilson. You've heard of him. (J4Lk~ntiooed, 
ltE~'BAK fJ BW'S ~~-e·tu'Y1ffS-the-bew-antJ. 
fheH C'YBSSe-9-l:fJ L. e f ffl.~H.f.acHd-;--M"IN-NIE-says: 
"Gott ist Er schoen" and exits L.j · 
WILSON. f.#~-.Sc~W~6£kN 
e~n~~. fJ' him~ . It's a pleasure, 
Mr. Nolan. I've heard of you indeed ! ~lu!y---shakeo 
hanti .-) 
MARION. You're late for your sitting, Bunny. Will 
the presence of these gentlemen embarrass you? I 
don't mind if you don't. 
NOLAN. {-.Has nteud r.1Jth~r. wo'l"roieJ,.oand· angwj. 
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~~n~n.his hand-Me..naw peaks 
~~~ ir:.Y4tated~f- As a matter of fact, Marion-
'+ (l"' ' (-+ MARION. {;B21fti·1 fj him i"4 tbi':Q'/4!1 Gnair (,m HHJd!il 1'1· S-<,t..::> ! ·~tt&i Oh, sit down like a good fell Q_w. The light 
l~ ..1- is getting bad. ~NG.l.A a.it • L.SQN · n..the-&. 
l'"O-c.- 1 t. ~thu...w Qntin.ue..s :a dLai) How 
..r did you find me, Tympi? 
WILSON. I read in a magazine that you were barg-
ing into literature-
NoLAN. (.Jl.alf- 'l:.ising, showing magazine) This is 
true, then? 
MARION. Don't get up, Bunny- (-J;k'W¥4J4elsss., 
she takes he magazine and looks at itj Well, Dickie 
~OY"\ . has gone and smead himself, ha.sn'!_~]Jf5he m·~ X: L.-- A . m~t-5-e~fa -.,- heJwee Mh'ffd&N- a-nd FE¥Ftlrl{-j 
PI' <,;;.,tTf Look here, Feydie! 
v / FEYDAK. ~&king) Do you think you can live 
up to this? 
MARION. Why will they write this sort of thing? 
{.Ris.e.s--andrcro-s.Ye-s R. Makes me out a kind of female 
Casanova. ~ h ma-g~· - '11-ih.e-stan at 
~~f--eet· .Well, they'll be disappointed. 
__ ....... NoLAN. ~-Will they? 
MARION. Bunny! oc{--Bttkh thi1rks-noth~ 't-
.merely .pushes hinz-inta better light.~ 
_ .._ ... ;.,.., v _ FF.YDAK. (Th.§J.t~tUy · he seu£~1?¥-P--May I : :'": .... , ... J a sk, Mr. Wilson-are you making a picture at the 
v- '--'• ~- f moment? 
__ _.W...,~n,SQN-No, I'm in New York making some per-
_/- ijV.? t<:> sonal appearances . 
. Jf ., . c MARION. Personal appearances. I love that phrase . 
.6 • "J.P• Has ~uc~1 an air of magnanimity ~out it_.,~~-
' 
I - tft::ftimtt-lln . 
.. c1 ON. retty boring, I can tell you! I've got 
V, L(.... write~mp signing autograph books. ~#!< , 
/---;, AL> 1 to e-.) It's a perfect martyrdom, I assure you. 
~ ' It's no fun at all. pMu SON Ct:Q SSiS tg L, Qf stand-.-
., 
,.I 
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puts right foot on -it,- leans on his knee-with his right J.r- arm and studie-s NehA' . oOh - fid·fiet.,y.,.) 
'i).. ~ . ARlQN. c.an_imagine.:J z W hat's the matter, 
I , '6 ' Bunny ? You seem.m1der a strain today-not relaxed . 
. ~ • 1, NOLAN. · {--Bu1"sting out and glaring-at...all-€;{-tlue4'1+-j 
/1'10 .lYn1'flJ? r It's like being watched while you're taking a bath. 
~ / , ",; IJb.(.f. MARION. Oh, I'm so sorry, Bunny. 
t1.,_-/.v-, , FEYDAK. (-Hiring) I quite sympathize with Mr . 
. j . olan. 
1J _11. Lw 1 : -WiLsoN. ~tl~~J;r-osses t-o L. of Ner:.A' nd 
.... \..(/{~ 6) f.A.. slaps him on the bac~upposing I were so shy, eh, 
Jf7; It~ · Mr. Nolan? (GHsres faR Qf&Of~) ~ • / FEYDAK. (-G'rersses-ffl-R~-ede stand,) I'm off, U Marion. Auf wiedersehen! 
' MARION. fMetmir~,.gfully) You'll have to go-
' (W>IIoSON sits~~n rr:arm f s~ja.L.1 both of xou. 
· WILSON. (.Ri.Ses.mul .. ~be~n.d--l;.el-ew. 
I · -li'.mA~.J was just going myself. My next appear-
~-ance is at six forty-five. (Speak!! te 0'1'-Im~ 
"' () W'l _. E EYDAK. fFe help her ef'Osses-and-~"O get 
W n.SGN to..leave.) Perhaps I can drop you, Mr. Wil-
son. 
WILSON. (Faces !M:W>AK) No, I'll drop you- I 
say, Marion- ~ FEYDAK.,heipless,4f.Oes up c., putting 
.on-coat.). 
MARION. Yes, Tympi? 
WILSON. If you started my portrait right away 
and it turns out-I am sure it will turn out-you 
might put it in your book, mightn't you? I'm frankly 
sick of just appearing in fan magazines. 
MARION. We'll see . .)fhy not? 
..J t WILSON. Splendid ~on't fail to come tonight. 
ol&. · · Goodbyel dearest Marion. Goodbye again, Mr. N.olan. 
f. . 7:iZ{ He::sJar.ts...t.o-.dlake NaL~ hand,..b.ut is inter.zupted 1. J hoj M A.J.Ua-N;;l 6uol'ibyt. · 
1'1 • ~!I ,; , MARION. (I nte¥rupting-) No, no, no! Don't do 
{. :;[ 1 that-don't touch him. (~** i-s startled-b MA-R-
,;,: u;,:> roN!.s sharp, alarmed tone~} 
t. .'. 
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WILSON. Most happy ! See you later- (.Jk-wa.ves. 
kimself-o1!-€.-a bffiS-H 
MARION. (To FE¥-DAK) Don't forget-I'm dining 
with you . 
~FE~K-Most happy-see you later. (F&YB:AK 
.· F • - 0.,.... bt!Bb"8S G, j 
;..~ MARION.~Iw.elt~tur<n~he-r:-e-a~e4 Now, 
then! · 
NoLAN. {Muttering-to himself)· Silly ass! 
;: MARION. ff!f"ork-~n-frttmting-} That young man 
is one of the most famous people in the world, do 
you realize that, Bunny? His profile follows you all 
over Europe-and Asia. Ubiquitous profile. Have 
you ever seen him? 
NoLAN. He's a silly ass! 
MARION. I admit he's somewhat on that side-but 
that other one-that Feydie-:-he's the darling of the 
, 1 ~~" world! ff "' ~~ hor-tl ,i tt_erly) Evidently! 
~ ~~rR~~N. rt'!:."'pri:s-erfj Bunny! Cl""" NOLAN. ( Save:ge-n:(Jw-j Who isn't a darling? 
Everyone's a darling as far as I can see. The world's 
full of darlings. Your world, at any rate. 
':b MARION. But darling- ·~swp;s--
C§[< .. J . ~fa-R-:-} Oh, Bunny, I remember now. 
1'1 • NoLAN. You remember what? 
MARION. Tympi! Why I nicknamed him Tympi. 
Don't you see ? 
NoLAN. No, I don't see-
MARION. For tympan m-a large instrument in the £' · orchestra producin . a hollow ound. , f&h;e-s-tffk-t!'S"' 
-~ ~imagina~-dr.u~n-with..he.r-paint-hf'.-u-sf11-) · ~·:'·•"'/1- J. . ~ . oom! (.Su.dd.e.nl:j..].{j ox A w quits the pose~ What is :.r ~ 1 --:- ' i_tl.....---'-i4t<l ~f.~ NoLAN. I can't sit-today. I'm not in the mood. 
"'P ;;/, I could tell there was something worry-
'f... dA NoLAN. There is something worrying me. 
j 
I • 
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MARION. Well, what is it? 
NoLAN. This confounded story! Are you really 
writing it? 
~p. 2-:;,.MARION. Well, yes-I am. j "> . J ,_i..... OL~N. What do you intend to tell? " R.~ MARION. Well, that's a rather difficult question to 
I' "• an~wer i 's like asking me what I've been doing all 
. .L -. 1 .. my li . 
-.,(~ ./- OLAN. When does this biography start? 
~ MARI~ (JJ-eg#11Wing- fr:r-wenrile-1'-(Jbeu:t his ques-
X;fl R. tii'Hiing}IJ.with my birth-coincidence, isn't it? 
/ - OLAN. All the time back home-when you were 
.J:.. a girl in Knoxville? 
~ MARION. Yes, of course. I've had a wonderful 
time going back over it all. 
NoLAN. verything? 
ARION. Everything I can remember. 
NoLAN. Do I come into it? 
MARION. (-.S-miling-ie-her-self-)· You do ! You cer. 
tainly do. 
NoLAN. You must leave me out of that story. 
MARION. But Bunny, how can I leave you out? 
NoLAN. You must, that's all! 
- :rvmroN. But how can I possibly leave you out? 
You were too important-think of the role you 
played in my life. 13y your own confession, Bunny 
darling, you-you started me. That's a good idea for 
a chapter heading, isn't it? "Bunny starts me." I 
must put that down. 
NoLAN. This is no joke, Marion. fWith menace) 
I warn you-
MARION. Warn me! Let me understand you. Are 
you seriously asking me to give up an opportunity 
like this just because-
NOLAN . +£..i.s.e..s_and_. gets- down -fr-.om:-the-mddsl 
>()) L §:_tand. S£!aks itJ 1'--..tal.-cflmmand) Opportunity! 
, J eap eXhibitionism! A chance to flaunt your affairs 
.s,_{ /-in a rag like this. (-Indicating nutga-zine-en-:/Jiano-) J 
<..P......, To 
< 
\ 
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won't be drawn into it. I can tell you that! (Jn.--a. 
~e~-fflfJ~ 
MARION. (Aft~m~rse-) I know that by your 
standards, Bunny, I'm a loose character. But there 
are other standards-there just are. 
NOLAN. fG#J-s-se£-t~'l"e.fJ~nagazin <m-nwdel 
-stand;) Not in Tennessee! 
MARION. fFmt~.s.e-s-) I'm af~;aid you're pro-
vincial, Bunny. 
N OLA~'m sorry. 
MARION. fP--*"k~ing-up-.8-moG-k, G¥-osses to sma.l bk 
down R. and-ge-t-s her nel-e.r, hen-c.,y,.es.seHfJ-du.k-up 
R -vi~f pi.a1wd I don't care what the advertise-
ments say a , out my story-I know what I'm writing. 
NoLA~'m sorry. 
MARION. That's all right. {-B.ut-thi-&-h~­
ty deep-she takes off. her_.paintimf}-SmQtrk-and-leaves 
.it-o.n-G-hai~!J..elow-des !~,.) 
NoLAN. (After a -pau.se-he- (;U)s-.s t.o 1.. -of- he1") 
If you're doing this for money- (-£h-e t1wns· and· 
watches him-=c-1·osses to tigJ1rt witGh en- waJl-t-:--e{ 
. desk - an tU#ns 1'1-bl-Gl,J;r:,'"~J know you've 
6een pretty hard up-I promise you I'll get you com-
missions enough to more than make up for this story. 
_I W<!S talking about you only the other day to my 
- prospective father-in-law. He's a big man, you know. 
I am sure I can get him to sit for you-
MARION. The tip isn't big enough. 
NoLAN. ~11/Eii:.d ew-t-h-a·t~ees=t-h-e=e«t-ent to 
wkiGh-he- has-hur-t-her-j Marion-! 
MARION. It amuses me to write my life. I am 
pleasure-loving-you know that. I will therefore 
pass up the opportunity of painting your father-in-
law. I will even give up the pleasure of painting you. 
And we can part friends then, can't we? (-Sh-e-r-eavhes-
out e~hand-te-him-) Goodbye, Bunny. 
NoLAN. -{-Be1:1Mfflted-} Marion-you can't do this 
to me-you can't send me away like this-
1 e 
c:-1 
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6o BIOGRAPHY ACT II 
~ -,.t--:l M~RION. don't t~ink ever in m:y ~ife that I've 
4 h.had a vulgar quarrel wtth anyone. Thts ts the nearest E--j ... . :,-!J' {'){.. I've come to it. (-Gt"oss.e~ I'm a little annoyed 
f!.l f with you for that. (-li.ac,es ·in~ I think it's better 
~,.- / we part now while we can still do so with some dig-
. • · nity. Sh~y.re? 
NoLA~ou don't realize what's involved--or you 
wouldn't talk like that. 
. 
' 's;_;6 . ifi 
l\IARION. What is involved? 
1 r NoLAN_,__l\fy entire career. That's what's involved. 
ARION. (-Depr-emtmgly-) Oh. 
NOLAN. -(~<rs-ses <J~ef-herj This is the most 
critical moment of my life. My fiancee's father is 
the most powerful leader of opinion in my State. 
Frankly, I depended on him for support. To have 
this kind of thing bandied about now might cause 
a permanent rift between him and me-might seri-
ously interfere not only with my candidacy for the 
Senate, but with my marriage. 
MARION. They are interlocking-! quite under-
stand. 
NoLAN. (.Standing R.c) A revelation of this kind-
coming at this moment-might be fatal-
MARION. {-Gf'05<S~ <Ju/n ~ Revelation! You 
make me feellike-I can't tell you what. You make 
me feel like- f5he-laugh~semi-hysffl'te.aU~ 
NoLAN. (S-epukh1'·oJ)- You must give this up, 
Marion. 
MARION. (:C-1'Gs.s-.:s- te~.c.) I've met distinguished 
men abroad-politicians, statesmen-a Prime Minis-
ter even-and this kind of "revelation"-as you so 
luridly call it, is no more to them than a theme for 
afternoon dinner banter. They take it in their stride. 
My God, Bunny, you take it so big! fG1'{}es-8-f!.S- a.fnJ.ln 
'-·t NoLAN. These people I'm depending on to elect 
me aren't sophisticated like you or me. ~&N 
looks at N(:H,.AN. What I mean is-they're country 
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people essentially-my future father-in-law is sym-
pathetic to their point of view. 
MARION. Tell me-your father-in-law, is he the 
man with the chest-expansion? 
NoLAN. He's a fine sturdy man-as you perhaps 
know, he makes a fetish of exercise. 
MARION. f.E;ubblinfJ-fl;ga-in.) You see his picture in 
shorts in health magazines. 
NoLAN. There's no disgrace in that. 
MARIO N. (~4-t-s-R.,-e!J<fn-4-srJ.:f.a-I...) It doesn't shock 
me, Bunny. I was just identifying him, that's all. 
NoLAN. I owe everything to Kinnicott-I wouldn't 
be running for the Senate right now if not for him. 
I can't risk offending him. 
MARION. What the devil's happened to you, any-
way? You used to be quite a nice boy--even fun oc-
casionally-
NoLAN. (-W.i&tjul--.tur.ns-awa'jl) Maybe-if you 
had stuck to me-
. ',y/ ~ MARION. (Rises and crosses t~~.)Js! Ts! /r f,.p .. v s . Poor Bunr;y! I'm sorry for you. Really I .9,mj_ 
/tJ ,r---tSh iwkes h'f;S:::(lrm 
.t c~ NoLAN. (-SM,ddenly,_passionate~fa{;es-he.J"-) Don't 
~.'"' ~·' ' touch me . 
.Jtl-t--0 MARION. t-A-rnazf!dj Bunny! 
NOLAN. Do you think I'm not human? 
MARION. W ell, if you aren't the most contradic-
tory-
NoLAN. I realized the moment I came in here the 
other day-the moment I saw you-
MARION. ,(I nter.r-up tingf But, Bunny! You're en-
. gaged and you're going to be a Senator. 
1M . . NoLAN. fG -esse-s awa . rom -her;L.Forget it! For-')( P - :z:;get-1 ever sa1 --/.-: ~t'z ; MARION. You bewilder me-~~-IL-~ NoLAN. ·(B-itter-ly-turns on her} I'm not surprised 
VV" . -.IJ I bewilder you. You've spent your life among a lot 
;:;- b 
i 
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of foreign counts. It's well known that foreigners 
are more immoral than we are. 
¥ARION. (~aes t l"f""!J;im) I'm very touched. I 
/YI, -r.~• ~k am realLy_- (Ske -kisse.rhim ·n-a-{r-i·end-ly-wai T --
. a •.. .ij-1 () .· ~ NOLAN. D9n't do that ! I forbid you ! 
N j..-J ff · - Mi\: ON. All right. I'll never attack you again, I 
.A' • .. ~ .:J pro~ sits fJn-trttJtl:r!l stand) 
I;'~ · NoLAN. I wish I had never come back into your 
· X. life. It was a terrible mistake-you'd forgotten me. t :· MARION. f..£el:.io.u4Y.) Oh, you're wrong. First 
f' love-one doesn't forget that. 
l NoLAN. f-Porssitmatclj, CY..tJ -sses -t-o . of-he1'-) But 
you did ! You forgot me ! And if you got the chance 
again, you'd humiliate me again. 
MARION. Humiliate! What queer notions you 
have- Is it a question of pride or vanity between 
us? We're old friends-friends. 
NoLAN. (Move; t~.) Please forget this- I 
don't know what came over me- I-
.,..'1t'<Ly.r· MARION. Of CPJJ..tS..e..._ There's nothing to forget. 
(i.l-Io.vi3&:;a=#ejr-to~tua'l!d-him) It's quite ~Lflght dear-'_ ~--: iJ. t/Tt he::pats- lii'' on) iis fiandy- Oh, excuse me= ~~ , .., ..... NoLAN I .w.aH~-you;-Marion- solemnly ·warn 
X ?_... you-if you persist in this-
S~.J ~<>{ MARION. Never in my life have I seen a man va-
l! ciliate so between passion and threat-
NoLAN. I shall find ways to stop you. Mr. Kinni-
. cott, my future father-in-law is a powerful man. 
MARION. I know. Extraordinary biceps. 
,i:t£'1. ' ~ jf-:NOi.A.N. I warn you, Marion. This matter is be-
&'" ""1 { ' yond flippancy . 
. MARION. There'll be some very distinguished 
people in my biography. You needn't be ashamed. 
NoLAN . .. J:,hat movie actor! 
MARION(.!/fympi in H amlet costume-you in a 
toga. I'll print your portraits on opposite pages-my 
two men! 
NoLAN. You are malicious. 
f 
• 
· .' ) 
. I 
. ( 
.. 
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MARION. I must admit, Bunny, that you provoke 
in me all my malicious impulses. You come here sud-
denly and you convey to me what I've missed in not 
marrying you. (DOORBELL rings. MARION rises 
. an faces -NoLAN. After-a e-eunt-af- f.our- MINN-IE 
ent..er:.u._and xits :) You dangle before me that in-
ventory of your felicities-a career, a fortune , a fab-
ulous bride-and then, because I get a chance to 
chronicle my own adventures-you object-you tell 
me I mustn't. I have a nice nature, Bunny, or I 
should be angry-I should be indignant. 
· K . .:U>!/1. ~ . fK-T::T·R"I'- ente-rs c. j 
. 
NoLAN. (.Sha~nd-wi~t-) Now, Marion, 
J I've warned you- You'll regret this. 
j.. '!::;crf_ '.M. RI.QN . .. Hello, Dickie, do talk to Bunny for a 
S.v f minute, will yol.!l -fwe-s-s-es te the-s{.airs-oin~s 
J - Mp-t:hem-. . ve simply got to change. (MINNIE enters 
rf- ,.. · ..c an·d-e-xit L.) Feydie's coming to take me out to 
r . dinner. 
· NoLAN. But Marion-
MARION. I couldn't do anything about this in any 
case, Bunny dear, because I've promised Dickie. In 
/ 
fact, I signed something, didn't I, Dickie? Don't go 
.l away, either £ ;you~ (:M·A:-R'ttJN·-bl()ws-th-em-a-*i~ 
f•l · r -an ex:~ot.s-int- her- be.Jt<eem. A--.pause etwe-e the 
t.wo MEN. KuRT~erosses down c. to above the mode./.. 
j _ stand. Sudde-nl'Y NerA-N helds-out his-hand to KuRT.) 
_ 'J> •t:r{ _7· N.ill-4:t:L How do you do, young man? 
:;.c t.:A- . ~KURT. · (--V-er-y-mue-h- su'F-pri-sed-IJ'I'8B88B tl8et!te tJnd i/· ~A~S-fl%tended-htMtd} How do you do? 
NOLAN. I'm very glad to see you. 
KuRT. Isn't that nice-? 
NoLAN. You may be surprised to learn that on the 
one occasion when we met you made quite an im-
pression on me. 
• 
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KuRT. Did I? 
;< L · NoLAN. You did._Sit down. ·(-5-i+s-sefa .R. · _n fact, 
+ ;., rhope you do!£L__n:!indr-if you will allow me as a 
·" .--. --1Pl'eroga lVe o seniority-to ask you a few questions. 
:/< ';t£ ~ have a purpose in mind, and not-I trust-an idle 
~~~ rf. purpose. 
r~.. KuRT. Shoot! (Si:ts-on-modet-st-and-f«c.-ing-Nef:.A.N-} 
-r~ Anytnin g To enlighten the professor! ( M.e-k41,~w&--h€ is-going to be pum.ped,...an has-d-eeid-ed te he-casual, naive and-even teesj>ec-tful:} 
I NoLAN. (Clearing hi- thr-oat.) Now, then-your 
present position on the magazine you represent-have 
you been on it long? t 
KuRT. About two years . 
NoLAN. And before that? 
KuRT. Newspaper work. 
NOLAN. And before that? 
KuRT. Tramping around the world I Odd jobs! 
Quite a variety! 
NOLAN. College? 
KuRT. Believe it or not-Yale-two years-worked 
my way through-washed dishes. 
NOLAN. Very interesting preparation-very inter-
esting. Tell me, now-your present work-do you 
find it interesting? Is the remuneration satisfactory? 
KuRT. Two hundred smackers a week. That's 
twice what I've ever earned in my life before. 
NoLAN. Now, then-to come to the point-no 
doubt you've heard of my prospective father-in-law, 
Mr. Orrin Kinnicott ? 
1U/RT. (Satirically) Heard of him! We pay him 
the.?tompliment of imitation. He is our model, our 
criterion, our guiding star! 
NoLAN. As you know, Mr. Kinnicott's interests 
·are varied. He owns some powerful newspapers in 
my State. The other day I heard him say that he 
wanted a new man in Washington. 
f 
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KuRT. (Playing naively excited-) Now that's some-
thing to give one's eye-teeth for. 
NoLAN. - (-P.tea-s-etl-at-t-he-r-e-sutt) I think it migh+ 
be possib_lt to swing it-very possible. 
KuRT0God, what a break! 
NoLA . As it happens, Mr. Kinnicott is at present 
in town,_; I shall arrange an appointment for you in 
the next few days. Naturally, I expect you to keep 
the matter entirely confidentiaL 
KuRT. Naturally! You needn't worry (•n that 
score, Senator, I assure you. 
NoLAN. Thank you, Mr. Kurt. That is~ I ask. 
.(-A-l•mg-pause~J 
KuRT. Mr. Nolan-do you mind if I ask you some-
thing? 
NoLAN. Certainly not-
KuRT. You won't consider me impertinent? 
NoLAN. fw.it-h-a-smile-)- I don't object to imper-
tinence, Mr. Kurt. I was often considered impertin-
ent myself when I was your age. 
,.. ff ~.~ . ) ~~- K UR.T."""Why are you making me this offer? 
~.,_..- NOLAN. I am not making you an offer. I shall 
f1 ' merely attempt to expedite-
KuRT. Why? The ·first time we met we didn't ex-
actly hit it off, now, did we? Why, then, are you 
going to all this trouble? 
NoLA 3 ' have discussed you with Miss Froude, 
wno ts an old friend of mine and whose opinion I 
greatly respect. She thinks very highly of you, Mr. 
Kurt. My own impression-
../- N -r Ku~ ([nezQIJJ]Jly)-Why? What! as they say, ts j. I b -tllePay-off! 
,~A.J NoLAN. I'll tell you. I'll tell you quite frankly . I 
-'. ~ . .., don't want Miss Froude's autobiography, which you 
~ H v1. have persuaded her to write, to appear in your maga· 
' zine. I want it killed. 
KuRT. (-Slowl:yf Oh ! You want it killed ? 
.,-
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NoLAN. Exactly. 
KURT. (Slbar:-ply1- Why? 
NoLAN. Marion knows why. "'vVe needn't go into 
that. 
-f;;, 1'-' /, KuRT. Good God! You! ~Rise-s-)- You too! 
, v { t· MARION. (-Ent6·;·s f~mt~--balc.a.n~d.auble-doo~) /tj:.... Well L (-KuRT erosses to f ('-fL - 1 staiu:-) How have 
,....--::j ou two boys been getting on? What do you think? 
. fi KuRT. fS.utJ.~irbg-}- I'll tell you what I think-)'( /j~'" ... JV MARION. Abou!J.he dress, I mean- (-She doe a. 
I : ~jeH-h-~m-+-
_(JI::A'N . . f.W.itheu?te~king. e is watc~ing KuRT) 
t's charmmg. N . 1£ • •. . OJ - ~1 t ' :'C/ k . 
MARION. Thank you, Bunny. With all his faults, f 
Bunny is much more satisfactory than you are, 
Dickie. 
KuRT. f-.44 beilring-p(j~-r,t1"infrt-hi pi!eGh;-MAR-
1fh~~n-th~iN,-ertJs-s1ng-ttJ"<R . o-f K':URT.-) 
He's chivalrous, he is! His chivalry is so exquisite 
that he has just been attempting to bribe me to keep 
your story from being published. His gallantry is 
so delicate that he's terrified about being mentioned 
in it. 
MARION. Don't be so worked up about it, Dickie. 
You're another one who takes it big. It's catching. 
KuRT. (.Ji.la1:.ing-at-her-)- You're not very sensitive. 
MARION. Why should I be? You misapprehend 
Bunny. If h~ doesn't want to be in the same story 
with me that's his business. And it's nothing to do 
with chivalry or gallantry or nonsense like that. 
fl~ __ N<?_bAN. {ii;tt!tt:tiin .~V".:Wl- R.c.;J_Marion-this young 
~.lan-0/.. KuRT. f-Fa-un-ting-him:J What about Washington, 
Mr. Nolan? (~mi~own L.G~-} Mr. Nolan, a pros-
pective Senator, offers to bribe me with a post in 
Washington controlled by his prospective father-in-
law-
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MARION. If it's a good job, take it, Dickie, by all 
means-
KuRT. I am ~£raid, Mario:p., that your code is more 
relaxed than rome-
MARION. Code, nonsense ! I gave up codes long 
ago. I'm a big laissezfaire girl. 
NoLAN. If this young man is an example of the 
distinguished company you've come to associate with, 
Marion-
MARION. Don't quarrel, children-please. It dis-
tresses me. 
NoLAN. f-Grosses dewn ~. c.) lie's extremely ob-
Jectionable. 
KuRT. What about Washington now, Senator? 
Are you still willing to expedite- E-~R and NoLAN 
stand glaring at each other.) 
MARION. (+rie: to-a!JemMe-t-h t<r~uhle . waters. 
Crosses to KuRT-;} Really, Dickie, you're very naugh-
ty. (GressiHfJ fe-N·f>.LA-N-) Don't mind him, Bunny. 
He's very young. 
KuRT. (A4~fJ¥i0tf And incorruptible! 
NoLAN. Marion, I claim the privilege of a friend-
ship that antedates Mr. Kurt's by some years to beg 
you, very solmenly, not to prostitute your talents to 
his contemptible, sensation-mongering rag. 
KuRT. (-f"tu;e-s-them-) There's a Senatorial sentence. 
MARION. Hush, Dickie, hush! Bunny, darling, it 
is true that Dickie's magazine isn't the Edi~tboe' flh 
Review. On the other hand your assumption that my 
story will be vulgar and sensational is a little gratui-
tous, isn't it? 
NoLAN. You refuse, then? 
MARION. ~ently but with se'K-ious overtone} 
Yes. This-censorship before publication seems to . 
me, shall we say, unfair. It is-even in an old friend 
-dicta to rial. 
NoLAN. (-Wit-h tt-air of finality) You leave me, 
then, no alternative. I am very sorry. 
.. 
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KURT. Don't let him frighten you, Marion. He 
can't do anything. 
NoLAN. I can forgive you anything, Marion, but 
the fact that you value my wishes below those of this 
insolent young man. 
MARION. But this insolent young man hasn't any-
thing to do with it. Can't you see, Bunny-it's my 
own wish that is involved. 
NoLAN. I have explained to you the special cir-
cumstances. If you would consent to delay publication 
till after election-
KuRT. (-Cr-CJsses in-on scene to-c.) She has noth-
ing to do with the publication-date. That's my pro-
vince. Gosh, what a chance for the circulation mana-
ger in Tennessee! (He rubs his palms together in 
mock anticipation-of profits . .J 
NoLAN. (Losing his temper at last) You are tam-
pering with more than you bargain for, Mr.-Mr.-
KuRT. Kurt. 
MARION. With a "K." 
_ NoLAN:. There are ways of dealing with a young 
man like this and you'll soon find out what they are. 
(.Erosses *P G, ge#ing-his- ha-t an · e-oat fr-om und-er 
stairs.) 
KuRT. Them's harsh words, Senator. 
NoLAN. You wait and see. 
MARION. Bunny! 
{ NoLA_N . .Don't speak to me . . I never want to see 
1 ,- / · you aga~ (.#e.-q.oes-ou G. e/1 · · M.AKfoN. (-R.eaUry- dist'f'essed) This is awful ! 
....-KuRT. (Etighl-y- elatedj It's wonderful. ;j{~ ~~ MARION. ~Cros-s , <Jwn L.) But I'm very fond 
1 ~~f. of Bunny. Oh, dear! I 'll telephone him tonight-
.. KuRT. (-Gr-imly)- Over my dead body! 
MARION. Can it be, Dickie, that I control the elec· 
tion of Senators from Tennessee? 
KuRT. (.Af.te'K-a-moment.,). How could you ever 
have loved a stuffed shirt like that? 
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-;{;;.;.. 'f1{) /(__£, • MARION. He wasn't a stuffed shirt. That's the 
funny part. He was charming. He was a charming 
, k d'~ L..- boy. Raj!Ier. . thif!. _ R~theL. retic;:ent . He was much 
~./ r cf nicer than you, as a matter of fact-
';1 l a KURT. I'm sure he was. 
, ~- . , MARION. f.$-it.s-R,- G.n-s.o.fa-L.j. He was much less 
...- violent. 
Ku~_ (-<-Sits st-oul-rt ., M-~rfh'tl 'WP-
~J..li.Hypocritical old buccaneer! 
MARION. He used to work hard all day, and at 
night he studied law. We used to walk the country 
lanes and dream about the future. He was scared-
he was wistful. How did he emerge into this success-
ful, ambitious, over-cautious-mediocrity? How do 
we all emerge into what we are? How did I emerge 
into what I am? I've dug up so e of my old diaries. 
I was a tremulous young gir was eager. I was 
naive. Look at me now. Time, Dickie- What will 
~be at forty? (-baugking-) A bond-holder and a 
commuter- Oh, Dickie ! 
KuRT. (-T-ensely..) I'll never be forty. 
MARION. How will you avoid it? 
KuRT. (-Same tone) I'll use myself up before I'm 
forty. 
MARION. Do you think so? I don't think so. I 
sometimes wake up on certain mornings feeling ab-
solutely-immortal. Indestructable! One is perpet-
ually reborn, I think, Dickie. Everyone should write 
one's life, I think-but not for publication. For one-
self. A kind of spiritual spring cleaning! 
KuRT. The Ego preening! 
MARION. Well, why not? After all, one's ego is 
all one really has. 
KURT. (.books away fr-<Jm her) Reminiscence is 
easy. So is anticipation. It's the present that is diffi-
cult, and most people are too lazy or too indifferent 
to cope with it. 
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MARION. It's natural for you to say that-at your 
age one has no past and no future either because the 
intimation of the future comes only with the sense of 
the past. 
KuRT. (-W-ttfr:-sttdtkn-bitfe.r.ne-s-5-) I see the past as 
an evil thing-to be extirpated. 
MARION. How awful! fFausef Why? 
KuRT. That's not important. 
MARION. You freeze up so whenever I try to find 
out anything about you. I'm not used to that. Usu-
ally people open up to me-I'm a born confidante. 
But not you-I'm interested too, because in an odd 
way I'v~ecome very fond of you. 
KuR-:U/My life's very dull, I assure you. My past 
lacks completely what yo'U would call glamour. 
MARION. No, Dickie. I don't believe that. I don't 
believe that's true of anybody's life. 
KuRT. (-To -her} Well , it's true. Moreover, it's 
true of most people's lives. It's easy for anyone 
who's lived as you have to make romantic generaliza-
tions. It's very pleasant for you to believe them. Well, 
I shan't disillusion you. f.T-.wl'n£-aWf!!J! f FO.m her) Why 
should I? It's not important. (.She-.i itting-down, 
watching him. He becomes c-onscious that she- is-
~ing--him.) 
MARION. I had no idea you felt this way ab9ut me. 
You despise me, don't you? (He doesn't answe.tY 
Don't you? 
KuRT. Yes. 
MARION. Why? 
KuRT. {-Rises~cro_sse_! tO--U/J L.c)- Why did we 
start this? --
MARION. { c of sofa L.) You're annoyed at hav-
ing even momentarily revealed yourself, aren't you? 
I'll have your secret, Dickie-I'll pluck out the heart 
of your mystery. 
KuRT. f-P.aGes-he~R. end-{) · Gofa. b • .) 
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Secret! Mystery! More romantic nonsense! I have 
no secret. Nobody has a secret. There are different 
kinds of greed, different kinds of ambition-that's 
~L . 
MARION. Oh, you simplify too much-really, I'm 
afraid you do. Tell me-why do you disappr::>ve of 
me? Is it-as Bunny does-on moral grounds? 
KuRT. ~Angrily}- You're superficial and casual 
and irresponsible. You take life, which is a tragic 
thing, as though it were a trivial, bedroom farce. 
'You're a second-rate artist who's acquired a reputa-
tion through vamping celebrities to sit for you. 
MARION. HJ-uietly-) Go on-
KuRT. As an unglamorous upstart who has been 
forced to make my way I resent parasitism, that's 
all. 
MARION. Isn't there in biology something about 
benevolent parasites, Dickie? Many great men, I be-
lieve, owe a debt of gratitude to their parasites, as 
many plants do-there are varieties. Again, Dickie, 
you simplify unduly. It is a defect of the radical and 
the young. 
KuRT. (Jii.<;u;·e f.ront) To return to the Honorable 
Nolan-
MARION. I return to him with relief-
KuRT, He may exert pressure on us, you know-
MARION. How? I'm very interested. 
KuRT. Well, for one thing, his future father-in-
law might get me fired. 
MARION. Could he do that? 
KuRT. H~ri!ight._He might easily. (-MAR-ION 't-s 
.pt:ight--anfLZ().()kS--at-kim.--h~l!e'9 her) Some form 
of bribery. He might go to my chief and offer him 
a bigger job-anything. 
MARION. All on account of my poor little biogra-
phy-it seems incredible that anyone would take all 
this trouble-
--· ------= 
-
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KuRT. I'd just like to see them try-I'd just like 
to, that's all-
MARION. What would you do? 
KuRT. Do? ! I'd make the Honorable Nolan the 
laughing stock of the country, and his athletic father-
in-law too. I'd just plaster them; that's what I'd do. 
MARION. You sound vindictive. 
KuRT. Baby, I am vindictive. 
MARION. Funny, I'm just amused. 
KuRT. Well, everything's a spectacle to you. 
(-T.urns away from her) God, how I hate detachment! 
MARION. Your desire to break up Bunny is quite 
impersonal, then. 
KuRT. (+e her-) Surgical. Just as impersonal as 
that. 
MARION. You're a funny boy, Dickie. 
KuRT. (-Turns away-from her)· I'm not funny and 
I'm not a boy. You've been around with dilletantes 
so long you don't recognize seriousness when you see 
it. 
MARION. But it's the serious people who are funny, 
Dickie! Look at Bunny. 
KuRT. (Faces her)- Yes, look at him! An epitome 
of the brainless muddle of contemporary life, of all 
the self-seeking, greedy, second-raters who rise to 
power and wield power. That's why I'm going to do 
him in'/ (PHONE rings. T-hey -pay no -attention to 
i-t.-} It's the most beautiful chance anybody ever had 
and I'd just like to see them tr ~q stop me. 
(PHONE rings.) j} • tr IVJ • - . 
MARION. _ _ fAn~:Y!.e.ri..--itJ . Yes-yes-certainly. (l'o 
KuRT-a· bit ur-p·r-ised) It's for you- (-$-he- hands 
him hand-r-eceiver-.) -
KuRT. fl'akes- phen-e--and cro-s-s-e-s--to--r-ear ef-sofa) 
Yes. Hello- Sure. Well, what about it?-Oh, you 
want to talk to me about it, do you ?-I thought you 
would- I'll be around-sure--so long. (He hangs-
up) Theive begun! (He crosse to- L-:--of- sofa -17.}· 
_. 
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MARION. What do you mean? 
KuRT. That was my chief. He wants to talk to me 
about your story. Kinnicott's begun to put the screws 
on him. He's going to ask me to kill it. All right-I'll 
kill it! 
MARION. (=Faint-ly) I can't believe it-
KuRT. Neff's had a call from the father-in-law-
MARION. Did he say so? 
KuRT. No, but you ca~ bet he ha?Ju hi;;; ~­
MARION. I must say thrs~e my~~ ' 
KuRT. I'll make a fight for it to keep my job. But 
if he's stubborn I'll tell him to go to Hell-and go to 
a publisher with your manuscript. And if I don't 
get quick action that way I'll publish it myself-I'll 
put every penny I've saved into it-
MARION. But why should you? Why does it mean 
so much to you? 
KuRT. Do you think I'd miss a chance like this? 
It'll test the calibre of our magazines, of our press, 
of our Senators, of our morality-
MARION. My poor little story-how Vicky would 
have laughed! 
KuRT. (.Suddenly very jealous} Who's Vicky? 
MARION. (Notices the note of jealous:y-in-hi-s-voicej 
An old friend to whom I'm dedicating the biography. 
v V~ . + ~ eah! (-Sits beside her, then speaks) Where 
1'. s.. 1s he now ? 
. o-J0 MARIOJ'. - He's dead. (-A - pause. She· stands and -
, ~ ..• -G'~Oss:£.5-ffl...llfrP R.E.:;) l've always rather despised these 
lfi.-J; contemporary women who publicize their emotions. 
1
'/,.· (.~os-se...s- down t-e-R:-of-model stand) And here I am 
I ' doing it myself. Too much self-revelation these days. 
Loud speakers in the confessional. f&osses down 
I R~.) Why should I add to the _ _pois~_[_I. think-
(]: • · ~~-scsiinrpuJ Iffi·i'f- as :fa·raSThis story is concerned 
,' "/ 1 I'll call it a day, Dickie. 
·,r, •· KuRT. What! 
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MARION. (-$-it-s R.,- of KuRT}- Let's forget all about 
it, shall we? 
KuRT. If you let me down now, I'll hate you. 
MARION. 'Will you? Why won't you take me into 
your confidence, then? Why won't you tell me about 
yourself? What are you after? 
KuRT. Shall I tell you? 
MARION. I wish you would. 
KuRT. (Build.j My ambition is to be cnttc-at-
large of things-as-they-are. I want to find out every-
thing there is to know about the intimate structure 
of things. I want to reduce the whole system to 
absurdity. I want to laugh the powers that be out of 
existence in a great winnowing gale of laughter. 
MARION. That's an interesting research. Of course 
it strikes me it's vitiated by one thing. You have a 
preconceived idea of what you will find . In a research 
biased like that from the start you are apt to over-
look much that is noble and generous and gentle. 
KuRT. (-Challe-nging- and- very- bitter-) Have you 
found generosity and gentleness and nobility? 
MARION. A good deal-yes. · 
KuRT. W ell, I haven't. 
MARION. I'm sorry for you. 
KuRT. You needn't be. Reserve your pity for 
weaklings. I don't need it. 
MARION. Are you so strong? (-A--paus-~B-P-1'­
doesn't answer) How old are you, Dickie? · 
KuRT. (-Y:.urns- away)- What difference does that 
make? 
MARION. Who do you live with? 
KuRT. I l;ve alone. 
MARION. Are you in love with anybody? 
KuRT. No. 
MARION. Where are your parents? 
KuRT. They're dead. 
MARION. Long? 
I 
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KuRT. My mother is . I hardly remember her. Just 
barely remember .her. 
MARION. Your father? (-He-doe-sn'-t-an-swe-r.,..) Do 
you remember your father? 
KuRT. (-ln--a--s-tmnge-v(.}ir;e-) Yes. I remember him 
all right. (-WA:J?N. ~r.t-ain.,.j-
MARION. What did your father do? 
KuRT. He was a coal miner. 
MARION. Oh! \Von't you tell me about him? I'd 
like to know. 
KuRT. I was a kid of fourteen. There was a strike. 
-=------------..... .,.n~e~r::a;:;y~m~y~a::"itil:i. ·er took me out for a walk. Sunny 
Spring morning. We stopped to listen to an organizer. 
My father was a mild little man with kind of faded, 
tired blue eyes. We stood on the outskirts of the 
crowd. My father was holding me by the hand. 
Suddenly somebody shouted: the militia! There was 
a shot. Everybody scattered. My father was bewil-
dered-he didn't know which way to turn. A second 
later he crumpled down beside me. He was bleeding. 
He was still.Jl2)dinK_illY..hand._jje died like that-
(-rl ·-mrrm·ent:- He ·-concludes har-shly~coldly-like 
steel) Are there any other glamorous facts of my 
existence you would like to know? 
MARION. ~Stirred to her heart) You poor boy-I 
knew there was something-I knew ! 
KURT. (Hard and ironic-awa~y from her) It's 
trivial, really. People exaggerate the importance of 
human life. One has to die. (Turns to her) The point 
is to have fun while you're alive, isn't it! W~l, you've 
man . . l-cungratmme you ! A~~+:~~~MffAR~ ION. Dickie, darling- why are you so bitter 
against me? Why against me? 
KuRT. Do ou w to know that too? Well, it's 
~.~~~ •J'-''-ause- zs voice rises. She -suddenly doesn't 
want him to speak) 
MARION. Hush, dearest-hush-don't say any 
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more. I understand-not any more- (His defenses 
vanish suddenly.) 
KuRT. Marion, my angel! 
MARION. (Infinitely compassionate, stroking his 
hair) Dickie-Dickie-Dickie- Why have you been 
afraid to love me? 
I ( ~ 
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ACT THREE 
ScENE: The same. 
TIME: Late afternoon. Two weeks later. 
The TELEPHONE is ringing as the Curtain rises. 
There is a moment and MINNIE enters L. and 
crosses to rear of the table, rear of the sofa L. 
She picks up the receiver. 
MINNIE. (-Speek-iff,g--1-me-t-he-ph-ene-) Hello.-No, 
Mr. Kurt, she's not yet back. Vot? You're not com-
ing home to dinner? !-~ut I've made the pfann 
kuchen you like- Vot? ...! You~re tired of my damn 
pfann kuchen- (S-hr!-shauts ngriLy..) Every night 
I make dinner and you and Marion go out !-I'm 
; not yelling- Vot? Vot shall I tell Marion?-Vot-
. (DOORBELLr i1igs.) ' Va1C vaita miriute. orne-
one's rin in • (&he-put the-~eceivet' on-t.fue-t-able and 
.CJ~h ~oo . MINNIE show in-· tE-kNDER 
Ne-&AN, wh is followed by-8RRI i<:Im•uec:rrr;--whe 
is a big, w ell-developed Southerner, about fifty-five, 
with a high-pitched voice.) 
NoLAN. (To MINNIE, who has preceded--him into 
- the room) Did Miss Froude say she was expecting 
us for tea, Minnie? 
MINNIE. No, Mr. Nolan. She didn't say nothing 
to me. 
NoLAN. Not even when she'd be back? 
MINNIE. ~-ofl.t :;)- No. She just went 
out. 
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NoLAN. All right, Minnie. We'll wait. 
f. MINNIE. Yes, Mr. Nolan. (..she-crosus to the 
' ' tabl rear of-sofa L-.; picks u the telephone receiue,; 
L• J::md say_I:l_Hello-Mr. Kurt-you dere ?-Goodbye ! 
• (She then hangs ~tp -the reeeiver and exits L.) 
KINNICOTT. f(bterulously. -Sits sofa-R.-) Did you 
tell her four o'clock? 
NoLAN. Yes. I told her. (-Nc:n::P>N!.s--manner- with 
his father-in-law-to-be in this scene conveys the be-
ginnings of a secret irritation, an inner rebellion.) 
KINNICOTT. Does she know I'm a busy man? 
, : / • j • NoLAN. -{-§riffomf:ly;--crosses · R.) ._. She's not im-
pressed much by busy men. 
KINNICOTT. I know these fly-by-night characters. · 
I've dealt with 'em before- Bad- ("Net-~r-N-leoks 
at KINNICOTT, thinking he means · MARION. KINNI-
eoTT sniffs the air of the room) bad air. ~-
/ cros~s-to winrlow-R:) Bet she's under-exercised. 
~ • NoLAN. CrossesJo R.C.) , On the contrary-she is tf l"'l. ~ -'-~-~-· 
radiantly heat y. - -
KINNICOTT. Cosmetics, I bet! These fly-by-night 
characters-
NoLAN. (-Very-irr·itated-) Why do you keep call-
ing her a fly-by-night character? She's nothing of 
the sort. 
KINNICOTT. (&QS&es te Nau:Nt Look here, Le-
ander-
NoLAN. (B-elew &&{s R, ) Well? 
KINNICOTT. Have you been entirely frank with 
me in this maher? 
NoLAN. Of course I have-
KINNICOTT. (Cryptic) About the past-yes. But 
I refer to the present. 
NoLAN. I don't know what you mean. 
KI NNICOTT. I think you do know what I mean . 
. Sometimes, the way you talk, I suspect-! suspect, 
' Leander-that you are still in love with this woman. 
.. , 
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NOLAN. Nonsense ! I simply tell you that she's not 
a fly-by-night character. That doesn't mean I'm in 
love with her! 
KINNie . My daughter feels the same thing. 
NOLAN"' lade! You've discussed this with Slade? 
KiNNrCOTT. She's discussed it with me. She's no 
fool, that girl. She's noticed things lately . 
NoLAN: What things? 
KrNNICOTT. She says she talks to you and that 
you're off somewhere else-dreaming. I tried to put 
her on another scent-but she was positive. She said: 
"Come on now, Dad, don't stall me-come clean!" 
So I told her! 
NoLAN. You did! 
KINNICOTT. Yes. 
NoLAN. When? 
KINNICOTT. Yesterday. Told her it happened fif-
teen years ago, that you were a naive young feller-
didn't know anything about women, were just natur-
ally taken in-
NoLAN. That's not true, though. I was not taken 
m. 
KrNNICOTT. There you go again-defending the 
woman that'sendangering your entire career and 
using up my energies and yours when you ought to 
be home right now getting together with folks and 
thinking how to cinch this here. ~~ion. Not goir:g 
to be a walk-over, you know. Ho~ you open thts 
thing to get some air? {S.its-windflllH-5ett+-:) 
NoLAN. I don't know. What did Slade say when 
you told her? 
KrNNtCOTT. othin'. You know Slade's not the 
1talfin' kind. (Cro-sseJ to U6LAn.) 
i NoLAN. Funny she didn't mention it to me last 
1 
night. 
KINNICOTT. Didn't want to worry yer, probably-
all wool and a yard wide, that girl is. I warn you, 
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Leander, don't tamper with the most precious and 
rare thing-
NoLAN. (..J-mpat-ient of 01'at01·y- crosses down L.{;.) 
· -.r _ I know-I know. The point is-what are we going 
to do? (Grosses to c) 
KINNICOTT. (-"Ret-urning with tramiti-en ttJ. ·the 
praGtiGal. Sit of-er-R.) Course I can get that young 
fellow-what's his ··name? 
NOLAN. Kurt. 
KINNICOTT. I can get him fired, all right. From 
what you've told me, Leander, he's got something 
else up his sleeve-
NoLAN. I'm afraid so. 
KINNICOTT. That's what I want to find out from 
your lady friend . And I've got a pretty sure idea 
right now what it is. 
NoLAN. (Gresses-to R:e:),.. What do you mean? 
KINNICOTT. Money ! · 
NoLAN. ~Still not understanding) Money-? 
KINNICOTT. Blackmail! 
NOLAN._ You're crazy ! 
• KINNI,HJTT. You don't know much about women. 
/ LeanderUMThen ybu know the sex as well as do 
you'll know that every woman has blackmail up her 
sleeve . 
. _ N OI:AN.. (Gms!~~ a. st~j .Jo h-im A,Look here, Orrin! 
l<.INNICOTT. (.R<~Ses; crosses to~oLAN) Now you 
listen to me for a moment, son. This situation's gone 
about far enough right now. You'd better make up 
your mind whether you want this blacl,::mailing female 
or whether you want my daughter-and you'd better 
,. 1 make it up right quick. 
,.Z t u( __ N_ O~f>:!'!._: . _ffi.la'l'-ing_- t:.P:J_ I resent :your tone, O~rin, 
,.. ' ( · · and I won't be ordered around as if I were a high-
grade ~anj:. 
· --1 INNICOTT. Now, son, when you get control of 
' your temper, and cool down a little bit, you'll see that 
my ordering hasn't been so bad for you. I'll acknow-
· . : 
r 
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ledge you were mighty successful as a lawyer, but in 
politics, you're nothing but a novice. 
NoLAN. {-R-tien-tf ·1kl-Jj l '[P._I? {DOORBELL rings.) 
KINNICOTT. Just look back a bit, that's all-
(MINNIE enters L. and crosses to the door c.) I've 
'had to push and bolster you to get you where you are. 
NoLAN. (-Desperately) I,droow-I have every 
reason to be grateful to youU:1hat's the worst of it. 
(BOTH turn and watch to see who it is that is calling.) 
MINNIE. (Speaking to someone at the doorj Ja 
Fraulein? · 
SLADE. f-<J ff- stage) Is Miss Froude in? 
MINNIE. Nein, Fraulein. 
SLADE. ( E ru:_ering) Well, I'll just wait. (SLADE 
KINNICOTT is a good-looking; dark, ·high-spirited 
young woman. To her father and NOLAN as she 
crosses down stage to between them) Hello. 
NoLAN. Slade! 
KINNICOTT. fS everely) Daughter! What are you 
doing here ? /"?") 
SLADE. · Came to have my picture painte~hat 
are you? 
KINNICOTT. Your coming here at this time is most 
inopportune, Daughter. We are here on business. 
SLADE. (Mischievously) I can imagine! 
·'1 NoLAN. I'm very glad you came, Slade. I want 
you to meet the woman whom your father has just 
been accusing of the most reprehensible crimes. 
SLADE. I'm pretty anxious to get a load of her 
myself. (books about the r-ooJn, aking it in, tm£1,. 
Ph~'! ~&t-& ~o111 t'1e""E. end rJt-'fhtJ -sofa :R.~ ) Nice layout. 
Gee, I wish I were artistic. What a lucky gal she is! 
A paint brush and an e~sel and she can set up shop 
.anywhere in the world. That's independence for you! 
• Gosh! (She looks about, admiring and envious.) 
KrN NicO.!T . . Why must you come here to get your 
-picture painted? We have tolerable good artists in 
Knoxville. 
I 
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SLADE. Well, if you must know, I'm very keen to 
have a heart-to-heart talk with my fiance's old girl. 
Natural, isn't it? 
KINNICOTT. No, it isn't natural. 
NOLAN. (..f7-rQsses- Gngril-') -o.-wing_p,~ and back 
toward KINNICOTT and sits dr1wn R(l f"Xhis is what 
.,, you get for te!Iing her, Orrin. -
SLADE. If you think I didn't suspect something 
was up ever since Froude arrived here, you don't 
know your little bride. Maybe I haven't been watch-
ing the clouds gather on that classic brow. _\Vhere is 
my rival? Don't tell me she's holding up two big 
/ shots like you two boys. 
{ KrNNICOTT. Slade, this is no time-please leave 
· us before she comes. 
SLADE. Nat I ! Just my luck when the story is 
going to come out which has something in it I want 
to read you two killjoys are going to suppress it . 
. , • ' NoLAN. This isn't exactly a jol~e, you lmo_w, Slade. 
:t. 1 ~~-~ SLADE. I mean it- · · ! of··~ KrNNICOTT. (Sadly-sits-R. of SLADE) I've spoiled . · \ou, Slade-I've been too easy with you-
SLADE. At least I hope you'll buy the manuscript. 
' My God, Father, I'm curious. <;::an't you understand 
~/, .. .t?:C":; that? I want to fin~. out w~at Le:=tnder was like b~-
4 -,.. ... 1/ y fore he became ambttwus. I ve a nght to know. Thts 
' ~· I story might hurt you with the voters in Tennessee, 
· '· I Leander, but it's given me a kick out of you I didn't 
know was there. How did she make you, Leander-
that's what I'd like to know? You've been pretty 
unapproachable to me, but I sort of took it for 
granted National 'Figures were like that,- Also, I'd 
gotten to the point when I was going to suggest that 
we break our engagment, but this little incident re- . 
vives my interest. 
NOLAN. (..JLur-ieusJ.._., Indeed ! 
LADE. 2 e~ndeed. Where is this woman? What 
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is that secret? "How To Make National Figures"-
there's a title for you! 
KINNICOTT. Slade, you're talking too much. Shut 
up! -
NOLAN. ( Rise-s-and.-moves-ekair- -towanl them-a 
bit) No she isn't at all- (-:-1?--o SLADE. Start of fight 
between Nm.AN-and SLABE-) If your interest in me 
requires the artificial stimulus of an episode that hap-
pened twenty years ago-
SLADE. (Leaning -toward-him-) It requires some-
thing-
I NOLAN. (Leaning towa?'d her~ Does it? 
/- SLADE. }t ~oes. We were getting so that conver-
. sation, when we were alone, was rather difficult. -( No-
LAN starts to argue.) 
1, '•, • KIN~!_COTT. (Pushes the ...;.;m.;;..;;a~~.;/ d·ren! 
" . ,. NoLAN. We're not children. (To SLADE) If our 
relationship is so-
SLADE. ,Tenuous-? 
/ N ol.AN. - that is requires artificial-
. "SLADE. Respiration-? 
' ... NoLAN. If it's as bad as that, then I think perhaps 
/ we'd both better- · 
SLADE. Call it a day!-Y ou'l~ me in the Sen-
ate, Leander, to fill in the gaps Wileilyou get hung up 
in a speech. Consider carefully what you are dis-
carding-
NoLAN. If that is the case I tell you solemnly we'd 
better separate now. 
SLADE. ( f arce tra[J.!.d~ Father, Leander is giving 
your daughter tlie a1r. Do something ! 
I KINNICOTT. I don't blame him for being irritated. 
You should not be here. Please go home. 
SLADE. (-bights etgflu~) Don't worry, Dad. I'll 
get him back 
KINNNICOTT. This is a bad mess, Leander. And 
" · .. ' , I 
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I must tell you frankly that I don't altogether approve 
of your attitude. 
NQ!-~N And I must tell you frankly that I don't 
approve of yours-
KrNNICOTT. Is that so? 
NoLAN. I don't like your tone of speaking of a 
woman with whom at one time I had a relation of the 
tenderest emotion-for whom I still have a high re-
gard. 
KINNICOTT. That's evident, anyway. 
NOLAN. When you apply to such a woman the 
terms you used before Slade came in, when you 
impute to her motives so base, you cast an equal re-
flection on my judgment ii1d my character-
SLADE. (Swank) And that, Pop, is lese majeste!' 
NoLAN. And it may be perfectly true, Slade, that 
lmowing Miss Froude has spoiled me for the flippant 
modernisms with which you study-
SLADE. I'm dying to ask her one thing; when you 
made love to her in the old days did it alwa~ound 
like a pre~ speech on tariff schedules? (.!;) 
KiNNICOTT. This is getting us nowhere-
SLADE. Well, Dad, what do you expect? Leander 
and I have broken our engagement since I came into 
this room. That's progress, isn't it? 
KrNNICOTT. Your coming here at this time was 
most unfortunate. 
SLADE. Leander doesn't think so. (Ironically) 
He's free now to pursue the lady for whom he still 
has a hi h re ard. ~~Si) Are we no longer engaged, 
ean er. 
NoLAN. That's not for me to say. 
SLADE. (Crosses and shakes hands with NoLAN) 
Gentleman to the last ! At the very mo-
ment-
KrNNICOTT. (In despair-speaks as SLADE starts 
to speak) Slade, if you would only go home! 
SLADE. (-Fac~ thenz;:=-''ti11'5'.''--KitTNICOTT tl.eH-
. I 
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t-entin~tes ss <iihe G-resses- t9' heltJ~f. sQfQ r..~ 
>( ' \' . Just at the 1lJ:IJ' moment when I was saying to my-
.' ''~ : " .¥eH:-iT~ br illiant an<:Il5eatffi1Ul woman who 
__ __..~ h1£Spia.Yed foo1ie with royalty in the capitols of the 
world loved him, maybe there's a secret charm in 
him that I've overlooked"-just when I was saying 
that and preparing to probe and discover, (Lightly) 
he giy,es me fue air (Sit-s on-sofa) By God, Orrin, 
there's life for_Y-ou .. (DOORBELL rings.) Ah, that 
must be my rival J 
(-MINNIE enters L.; glances at OTHERS; exits e; K-trRT 
e.omes-1-n c. - MINNIE has- told h1m they were 
•.there. He faces them. He is in a-white heat-of 
anger. NOLAN rises. OTHERS remain seated. 
MI-NNIE exits L.) 
KuRT. Well, gentlemen, I'm not surprised to find 
Y.,. LA 4 ou here. (Drops hat on model~ -cmd c1 oSJt'$ 
-~ riowl t L. & } ~ NoLAN. (-About to introduce KINNICOTT) How 
do you do, Mr. Kurt-this is-
..,. ·t. KuRT. I can guess who it is. I can guess why 
1 · you're here. Having failed to intimidate me you are 
here to intimidate Miss Froude. (·SLADE rises.) Well, 
I can advise you that you will fail with her too. 
NoLAN. This is his usual style, Orrin. Don't mind 
him . 
. KuRT, I have j~st come from my office where I 
have been informed by Mr. Neff- ('5 ~ · o~~es 
#o L. of and below KtfRT-watching him.") whom you 
doubtless know, Mr. Kinnicott-that I could decide 
between publishing Miss Froude's story or giving up 
my job. I invited him to go to Hell. That invit · n 
I .;;) I now c .r.dia 1 extend to you two gentlemen ff- . LADE. \"'hy oesn orrrebmly m ro uce me to 
this interesting young man? f !Sht!"COfiU!'S toW6J'd hiH~ 
KuRT. (.J.s embarrassed,- but- cover:S-iLin...aco.f}r..u.ff 
/ 
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manner.· --He -has- actuall.y_.twt -been -aware of her in 
the room) I'm sorry-I-I didn't !mow-
SLADE. Why are you sorry? I'm Slade KinnicotV 
{.&he gives him her liand: He·ta~s i~) 
, 1 KuRT. All right-all right. (-'Eu?:ns-away !rom her; faces OTHERS.} ILJCi}l..-
' SLADE. {--Turns him toward her] {I Leander, why 
have you kept me apart from this young man? 
KuRT. (-F·aee 0'I'HERS) I'm sorry- I-
SLADE. (-Turns him toward her) Nonsense. What's 
your name? 
KuRT. •(Faces· OT-HERS) Richard Kurt 
SLADE. Go to it, Richard. (Twrns him toward 
· Q~HERs~ 
KINNICOTT. (Impressively--interposing. between 
them) You're being very foolish, yoting man. 
KuRT. ~Ct;dSSC$Si :toward them-to R. of m·odel 
stand) Possibly. ' 
NoLAN. You can't argue with him. I've tried it. 
He's a fanatic. 
vL KURT. But if ou ask me I think you're being 
00 IS . 
KINNICOTT. (Who wants to find out what's in 
KuRT's min¢) Are we? How do you figure that, 
young man? 
SLADE. (Parrotting-crosses and sitsoc01 . arn1r-of 
sofa L.} Yes, how! 
KrNNICOTT. Oh, hush your mouth. 
KuRT. Because I'm going to publish Miss Fronde's 
book myself. And I promise you that it'll be the 
best-advertised first book that's come out in a long 
time. 
SLADE. Thank God! Will you send me the advance 
sheets? I'll make it worth your while, Mr. Kurt: I 
KINNICOTT. I can see you are an extremely impul-
sive young man. 
KuRT. You can! 
K.!NNICOTT. Have you ever inquired, may I ask-? 
--
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SLADE. {Edges a bit eloser to KURT) This is going 
to be dangerous. Look out, Richard- ENeuA-N ~ 
~ha~R., · 'Steri wit~ S11~s., 
KrNNICOTT. -(.Smoothly) Have you inquired into 
the penaltjes for libel, Mr. Kurt? 
KuR1( 1 Libel ! You're going to sue me for libel, 
are you? 
KrNNICOTT. f-Same .. .:!lJoice) Yes. You and Miss 
Froude both-yes-
KuRT. Well, you just go ahead and try it, that's all 
I can tell you. Go ahead aqd sue. (GII)Jses to above 
N€~~· It'll put Mr. Nolan in a charming position 
before those moral constituents of his, won't it? fin-
eludes both NoLAN and KINNICOTT) Go ahead and 
sue, both of you-sue your heads off! I promise the 
two of you I'll give you the fight of your lives . 
..- ~LAi>E. (fJ eligh-ted) Good f<;>r you, Richard! . ~· · - ---MARIQN. (Comes m c. She ~s very gay. Beam~ng 
with hospitality) Well ! How nice ! Minnie ! 
~~:!::.!K~U[R[T£:_. (Crosses up toR of M~IB'N}. Jhis chival-
rous gentleman- has just been J5"ropoS'iiig'to sue you 
for libel. He considers--
I' 
SLArE. (Who-is-left-standing below R. end of- sofa 
L-:j I'm Slade Kinnicott. 
MARION. (C'I'osses down- stage and they shak·e 
hands How very nice of you to come! (-Furn-S"'and 
faces- KINNIGOTT, erocS-sing to-him) Is this Mr. Kin-
nicott? (He-1Jew57) I'm so glad to see you. (--T-hey 
<¥- sh(J;~/wnds.) I'm so sorry to be late. ft!ro-s-ses to-.. 
~~~.wo;.;-ttello, Bunny. 
I 
SLADE. Oh, my God-Bunny! (S-it-s--en-R:-end-of 
ofa L.) · 
MARION. (To NoLAN} I'm so sorry-
NoLAN. fG laring at SLADE} It's all right, Marion. 
MARION. Has Minnie given you tea? I'll just-
Minnie! (MINNIE enters L.) Tea, Minnie, please-
[To the MEN) Or cocktail&-highball-? 
KINNICOTT. I never drink alcoholic mixtures. 
\ 
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NoLAN. (-Asserting his independ~nc~) I'll have a 
highball. 
KINNICOTT. I must tell you, Leander, that I do 
not approve. 
. NoLAN . . :u have two whiskeys straight. 
"/-- u...- $.L • MARION(£Goo Highball for you, Miss Kinni-
co ff? ~ f) - jL.:a. ) 
SLADE. Thanks. 
MARION. I'll fix them myself, Minnie. Just bring 
us some tea, Minnie. 
KINNICOTT. Nor do I wish any tea . 
.KuRT. ("Crosses down 1 ,l Ngr do I. 
MARIO fir. Do you mind if I have a cup? Sit down. 
A . . - ("SLJJDln"i ~l ta . MAR-
IO cfrffses up-ttl rear--of-piano) Minnie, please bring 
me a cup of tea-
MINNIE. J a, Fraulein. ( Standing-up-L.c.) A tele-
gram for you, Fraulein. 
MARION. Oh, thank you, Minnie. Just put it there 
on the table .• (MINNIE leaves the telegram on the 
.1 L> ta:ble,--r-~G of-the sofa L.:;- and then e_zits L.· MARHlN 
~-;;-;;;movu-her coat and hat and starts to mix the high-
balls) Now, then! What is all this nice, cheerful 
talk about a libel suit? That's what they're always 
having in England, isn't it, on the least provocation? 
It's when you've circulated a lie about someone-de-
famed someone-maliciow;;ly-isn't it? Bunny! (-Ne-
L.AN-g~ts-his-drin an · -retu1"ns to-his position~ Sits 
upstage--end-- of window seat. MARION picks up the 
other glass and crosses toR. of SLADE) Now, then-
whom have I defamed? 
KuRT. You've defamed the Honorable Mr. Nolan. 
MARION. (#ands--glass- to --£LABE,--who-- ad libs 
"Thank yo~t." C?·osses to below sofa R.} Have I? 
e,.....bh,) am tired;- (She 5~fil-L) Sit by me, 
won't you, Miss Kinnicott? 
S E. (.Sauntering forth-) Thanks. (tihe 3tt:f L 
,pJ.f-JJI.UUUUJ:~-u.n th .. wf~, R.) 
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MARION. You're very pretty-
SLADE. (-More-warmly) Thanks ! 
MARION. Bunny, I congratulate you. I've heard 
so much about you, Miss Kinnicott. And I think it's 
very gracious of you to come and see me. If Bunny 
·-l_ets Il2e I'd like t9 paint you.:- (MIN'N'I:E--enters-With 
te8,..) and give you the portrait for a wedding present. 
( R-'i*e-s-and-c.r-o.ssn...t abJllie-modeLs.tand-ta--g~t-a.--G-UrP 
of- tea-from MINNIE. MINNIE-exit-s-1::) Thank you, 
Minnie. ' 
SLADE. You're very lovely. 
~ MARI :Thank you, my dear. 
o.:l ' · -LADE. I can't tell you how curious I've been about 
you. I_:_ (-MAR-IQN- a-nd -SLADE ad - lib.- MARION·: 
"Really! How nice." SLADE: "Yes, you see-") 
KINNICOTT. (Intern,pting almost before ad lib.) 
This is all very well-but I'm a busy man-
MARION. (Looks at KINNICOTT- as-she-crosses and 
· · ' sits R. of SLADE. A moment, then M-AR-ION speaks) It~so strange to see you with all your clothes ~ C> diT. 1t seems a pity-as an artist I must say it seems 
' '../' a pity-to conceal that wonderful chest-development 
,.a-A!' that I've admired so often in The Body Beautiful. 
KINNICOTT. That's neither here nor there. 
MARION. · {Fh:is is almos-t- an aside-tv-5LP>DE) It 
seems to me that it's decidedly there. 0MARION and 
SLADE laugh quietly together.) 
KINNICOTT. Slade, you've upset everything by 
coming here-KuRT. (Comes forward. He has been eaten up 
with irritation because the superb indignation he felt 
should have been so dissipated by this cascade of 
small talk. He· can stand it no longer. Crosses to R. 
of model stand) If you understood better what these 
gentlemen mean to do-
NoLAN. (G¥esses te Ih ef a1ui ebe'b'll Knnnee'fli') 
It wasn't my idea! KURT. You wouldn't be quite so friendly, Marion. 
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MARION. I couldn't possibly be unfriendly to any-
one so frank-and-and gladiatorial-as Mr. Kinni-
cott. 
KuRT. (Furigus at-her- fgr not letting him launch 
into itJ A libel suit-! 
MARION. Oh, yes! A libel suit! It sounds so cozy. 
Sit down, won't you? (*rNNTet:rr~T-sits-on hai R" 
.of sofa R.) A libel suit. Now, then-what shall it be 
about? 
KuRT. The Honorable N alan is going to sue you 
for libel-
NoLAN. I'll punch your head if you say that again. 
KuRT. On the assumption that when you say in 
your story that you and he were lovers you are lying 
and defaming his character. 
MARION. Dear Bunny, you must want to be a 
Senator very, very badly. 
NoLAN. (fn-·despairf I never said it, I tell you! 
MARION. As a matter of fact, how could I prove it? 
Come to think of it, are there any letters? Did you 
ever write to me, Bunny? 
NOLAN. I don't remember. 
MARION. I don't think you ever did. You see-we 
were always--during that dim brief period of your 
youth-we were always so close-letters were hardly 
necessary, were they? Did I ever send you any let-
ters, Bunny? 
~NoLAN. (..Dm.sgs.._anri.sits on window s.w,J-I don't 
enle""m15er, r tell yO'u. 
MARION. Neither do I. You might look around in 
old trunks and places and see if you can find some old 
letters of an affectionate nature. I'd love to read 
them. They'd probably make wonderful reading now. 
Why is it that the things one writes when one's young 
always sound so foolish afterwards? Has that ever 
occurred to you, Mr. Kinnicott? 
KINNICOTT. I don't c>dmit the fact. 
MARION. No? 
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KINNICOTT. No. I was looking over some old edi-
torials of :!Pj,B.,e written in the depression of nineteen 
~nd ~~ and they're just as apropos today. 
I haven't changed my ideas in twenty-five years. 
MARION. Haven't you really? How very steadfast. 
Now if the world were equally changeless, how con-
sistent that would make you. (*r-N-N-Iee'!'T-uncros-se-s 
his leg s~tddenly, sitting--up. To KuRT) Well, there 
isn't any documentary evidence. 
KuRT. It doesn't matter-
KINNICOTT. As I said before, this is getting us 
nowhere. Don't you think, Miss Froude, that the 
only way we can settle this is by ourselves? (She 
smile· at-.him...) I can see you're a sensible woman. 
MARION. I could be very sensible. 
KINNICOTT. And you and I can settle this matter 
in short order. 
KuRT. You don't have to talk to him at all if you 
don't want to. 
MARION. ("Smiling at KINNIE:OTT) But I'd love to. 
LA" 't"' l~I've always wanted to meet Mr. Kinnicott. There are 
V li\ ~ ~- , ) some questions I want very much to :tsk him. (-To /l th~<i!f:.BERS) _You can all wait in my bedroom. It's 
fairly tidy, I think . 
• :~LADE. (To -KURT. Rises and crosses to him) .Why 
.$) , ~don't you take me for a walk, Richard? 
'JI""T--.. :3} . MARION. (As. KuRLhesitates) Do that, Dickie. A--~--
/-:' V'i , walk'll do you good. 
~ 'fl NoLAN. What'll I do? ;v_: ~ ' J MARION. (As if it were another dilemma) You 
/ 1 , C./1· wait in my bedroom. No. You wait in Minnie's bed-
));:.,-· · room. It's just next to the kitchen. (-KINNJCOTT 
-:..J-irj' , nods head, meaning "Uh-huh.'~) 
/l.,f'-(/)(. NoLAN. (Defiantly) I will! (He exits into bed-
/ . room L.} 
•,. f:./. ' . , KuRT. (Sulky-he doesn't quite like the turn af-
' ·~) ! '"fairs have taken) We'll be back in ten minutes. · 
'X4/xu. ~ 
I 
.· 
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SLADE. {As they go attt) You can't tell, Richard. 
LADE-an -KURT exi·t--C.) 
MARION. (Draws a deep breath. She assumes at 
once with KINNICOTT the air of two equals-mature 
people talking freely to each other after they've got-
ten rid of the children. They cross to below sofa L. 
McA:R:IfTN-E::-of-him) Now we can talk! It's funny-I 
~ feel we've put the c't'iii'dren to bed and can have a 
~uiet talk after a lot of chatte_r. KINNICOTT. Same here ! ~ ' MARION. Please sit down. (-Fh-ey-d·o:-) 
"/ 1 KINNICOTT. fBu·sinessli-keLJ. feel sure you and I 
, ~} . can come to ai:lllffi'lerstaiiCiiilg. 
MARION. I'm sure we can. 
' KINNICOTT. Now, then, about this little matter of 
the story- You won't mind if I speak very frankly 
to you-? 
MARION. Not at all. 
KINNICOTT. You see, Miss Froude-
MARioN. Oh, call me "Marion.?' Everybody does. 
KINNICOTT. (Still coldly- ser-ious) Thanks. Call 
me "Orrin." 
MARION. All right, I'll try. Not a very usual name. 
Orrin. Fits you. Strong. Rugged strength. 
KINNICOTT. Thank you. 
MARION. You're welcome. (Pause) What were 
you going to say when I interrupted you? You were 
going to say something-
KINNICOTT. I was going to say-you're not at all 
what I expected to meet. 
MARION. No? What did you think I'd be like? 
Tell me-I'd love to know. 
KINNICOTT. (Studying her) Well, you're kind of 
homey-you know-folksey-
MARION. Folksey. {Smiles) After all, there's no 
reason I shouldn't be, is there? I'm just a small-town 
girl from Tennessee. I sometime'> wonder at myself 
-how I ever got so far away-
• 
I 
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KINNICOTT. fJ!.ositively) Metabolism! 
MARION. I beg your pardon-
93 
. KINNICOTT. I always say-take most of the bad 
men and most of the loose women-and correct their 
metabolism and you'll correct them. 
MARION. Really? 
KINNICOTT. (-Seriously) Absolutely. Trouble with 
our penology experts-so-called-is that they're psy-
chologists-so-called-when they should be physiolo-
gists. .f'> 
MARIO~o called! That is very interesting in-
deed. Have you ever written anything about that? 
KIN NICOTT. Off and on. 
MARION. Any definite work, I mean? 
KINNICOTT. I'm considering doing that right now. 
MARION. Oh, I do wish you would. It's extra-
ordinary how little one knovvsA-~\t one's own body, 
isn't it? I get so impatien~ii"iY£1£ sometimes-of 
my physical limitations. My mind is seething with 
ideas but I haven't the physical energy to go on 
working. I tire so quickly-and often for no apparent 
reason. Why is that, Mr. Kinnicott? 
KINNICOTT. Defective-metabolism! 
MARION. (Says at same time) Metabolism! 
KINNICOTT. (Leans toward her; speaks seriously) 
Tell me-
MARION. What? 
KINNI COTT. Do you eat enough roughage? 
MARION. I don't know, off-hand. 
KIN NICOTT. (Firmly) Well, you should know! 
MARION. As I say, Orrin-one is so ignorant of 
these fundamental things. 
KINNICOTT. (Starts to fall for her for first time) 
I can see this, Marion-if you'd met me-instead of 
Leander-when you were a young girl-you'd have 
been a different woman. 
MARION. I'm sure I would. Imagine-with one's 
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metabolism disciplined early in life-how far one 
could go. 
KINNICOTT. - (:bonfidentially still) It's not too late. 
MARION. Isn't it? 
KINNICOTT. Er- (He drops -his· voice still lower) 
What are you doing tomorrow evenin' ? 
MARION. (Kidding him) I-I'm free. 
KINNICOTT. (:Sa~ill you have dinner 
~with me( - · 
MARION. I'll be delighted. 
KINNICOTT. Fine! Then we can go ovet)tlis little 
matter of the story and Leander quietl~eander 
isn't stron~n tact-
1v.1ARIO~ou know, some men aren't. 
KINNICOTT. You and I can make a friendly adjust-
ment. 
MARION. What fun! (They chuckle.) 
KrNNICOTT: What time shall we meet? Say seven-
thirty? 
MARION. Let's say eight-do you mind? 
KINNICOTT. My apartment? 
v\.\· v t ·:... MARION. If you like. 
· ~-· KINNICOTT'. Here's my card with the address. It's 
~ · .<. a roof apartment. I'm a widower. 
I -
JJ 
MARION. Irresistible combin ·on! 
KINNICOTT. By the way 
MARION. What? 
KINNICOTT. Don't mention our little date for to~ 
morrow evenin' to Leander. 
11 .\ MARION. (Rising) No, I agree with you. I don't 
think it would be wise. 
KIN NI coTT: . .-...A~da~~1n~fJ'J-i'1tl"ttae:~:s't',tti1:'nr~:!}rfi:Y"tr-:!!!!iZ~I,;is~e!'!:!SrJ)~· Fine ! 
- trty? 
MARION. No-no-eight. 
KINNICOTT. Oh, yes-eight. (~nnm aut his 
. j-.l.A\~ a-rf I? outions hts frock coat.) 
~ -- MAR!Q.l::l: W onderful! Wonderful! 
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KrNNICOTT. (Going toward bedroom L. To her) 
Do you m~f !-Leander-
MARION. Not at all. 
KINNICOTT. It'll take the load off his mind (He 
{}(Jes fJtd L . .. ;s:;;; etin/F.;;;tie tte it. RM ~~n 
i: 'S(}'j"fJ'nTctstir::-. MINNIE comes in L. to clear up the 
tea things.) 
MARION. (-.4 MINNIE enter.s) It's too good to be 
true, Minnie--
MINNIE. Vat is too gog_d_m b tmd; (DOOR-
BELL rings.) 
MARION. I must write some of it down before I 
forget it. (DOORBELL again.) Chapter-A Wid-
ower's Penthouse. (With an irritated sigh, MINNIE 
'-1.. '((I_ i goes out c. MARION sits at desk, jotting notes very 
~fast. SLADE and KuRT come in c. KURT is morose. 
, MARION gets up to greet them. MINNIE exits L.} 
Well, children ? 
SLADE. That walk was a total loss. 
MARION"':"7'taughing) What did you expect? 
SLADE. Well, a little encouragement-just a soup-
con-
MARION. Dickie's very serious. 
_01 .J SLADE. (~1 ":r:Tes ~ :· 'tJf_ 3o/CM+..;)_., How did you 
come ou Wlth- Bad";<.?- ----- - -
...1~ ' MARION. Wonderful! I'm crazy about him. Q SLADE. Bet he got you to renig on the story-
"7 MARION. {'&()';f:se'S tfJ IYs~'=HJfa ~.) Well, he 
thinks so. However, we're going to discuss it to-
morrow evenin'. 
SLADE~ught he'd date you up-could tell by 
the way he eyed you-
MARION. He's going to teach me how to live in a 
state of virtuous metabolism. 
SLADE. Oh! Don't you believe it. Dad's an awful 
old chaser. 
MARION. (Rather shocked) Slade! 
SLADE. (Amused) Are you shocked? 
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MARION. You make me feel a little old-fashioned. 
KuRT. (Is intensel-y irritated by this conversation) 
Where are they? 
MARION. They're in there sitting on Minnie's bed. 
Orrin is probably telling Bunny that everything'll be 
all right. 
t 
SLADE. ('-Sits L. of MARION} Marion-
\/ n MARION. Y.e_s -K , " ~-·--s-ri\iJE.'-What is there about Bunny you can't help 
liking? (Utterly disgusted, KuRT goes to sofa L. and 
sits, staring moodily.) ~t)i-1' 
MARION. He's a there s something very 
touching about Bunny-sweet-
SLADE. Were you in love with him once? 
MARION. Yes. 
SLADE. Are you in love with him now? 
MARION. No. 
SLADE. (.Jn a whisper) Are you in love with~ 
someone else? 
MARION. (A moment's pause) Yes. 
SLADE. I thought you were. He's mad about you. 
I envy you, Marion. 
MARIO~ Do you? Why? 
SLADEUIY ou're independent. You're-yourself. 
You can do anything you like. 
MARION. Yes, I know. But it's possible one can 
pay too much for independence. I'm adrift. Some-
times-you know what seems to me the most heaven-
ly thing-the only thing-for a woman? Marriage, 
children-the dear boundaries of routine-
SLADE. If you ·had married Bunny he would've 
given 'em to you. He's still in love with you, but lie 
doesn't quite know it. Shall I tell him? 
MARION. (.:E.h.1w.w=awayj What are you talking 
about? 
SLADE. I wish we could change places, Marion. N, '-/.. .,.b,.J You can with me but I can't with you. {~'f'T 
• ~ antl-NOI:::AN'"'t'O~m 'fr. "iiil4=fTie li£'iit tfo;j(r KrNNrcox:r 
y._ ~ • "' t 
K. 'f.. ~ 
... 
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~nd 
es kaum 
erwarten. 
KINNICOTT. (Pretending-to understand) Yes, oh, 
yes, yes, of course ! (.J.fa.SJ:A'PE) Come, Slad!!. tHe 
Grosse to the .diJ.or. c. ) 
· K SLADE ?~""5""t"'n~g-:zr:tDr"'R'IT.-rruf14K'ftMto:rG r~q<'T1tC"1'0'I'l'fl"''f>-l)'--All right, 
)"( V.. i'Dad. (~~~~)- Coming-Bunny? 
NoLAN. Well, yes-I'm coming. 
SLADE. (;J:o Noi..--ANj You want to stay. Why don't 
you? 
KINNICOTT. (Quickly) I think Leander had bet· 
_ ter come with us-j SLADE. (To MARION) Goodbye, Marion. 
0, . .wr" '> r;:> MARION:. (Cr.tJssin'{f ·to --5LAD~odbye, Slade. 
»; .u (They -shake hands) Come tosee me. 
~- U .J. SLADE. Thanks, I will. 
'P · KINNICOTT. (Smiles -at::-:M.ARloN) Miss Froude I 
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l o ~IErN, luJ-.f:~ome, 
t'r( Daughter. Come, Leander. (1\'IARnm hwlt:Y ttJ ;is11to, 
-~ ~edin'ff "'"''"Y {f=~111 Knn•~~'f l:3rLK!!T)~odbye, 
_ ~ young man. No hard feelmgs. ~r-g}a~t Jem1. 
' ~ - - • - IM-s.N-) Miss Froude! 
~ V (M-A--RION turns qui:ckly tqward him and utur. his 
7.~ .bow. ~He ·calls without looking back) Come, Slade! 
~~ Leander ! 
1 SLADE. Bunny! (As sh~ e%its-e-.) NoLAN. (-Lingers -an instant, then crosses to MAR-
WN) I'll be back. 
MARION. When? 
NoLAN. In a few minutes. All right? 
MARION. I' ll be in. (He goes out quickly. MARION 
is in· wonderf~tl spirits. R~tns to KuRT, who is stand-
ing below sofa L. She throws her arms about him) 
Oh, Dickie. That Orrin! That Orrin! 
KuRT. What did you say to him that put him in 
such good spirits? 
~ MARION. E :.:;erything I said put him in good spirits. 
' I can't wait for tomorrow evenin'. I can't wait for 
that dinner. It'll probably consist entirely of rough-
age-just imagine ! ~the quaintest man I ever 
.--..-rrr- ~t-.iri"my hfe. He's too good to be true. (--S,f,t-s--sofa 
.;r f-.. K uRT. Well, he may be quaint to you but to me 
he's a putrescent old hypocrite and I don't see how 
you can l::ear to have him come near you, say less go 
to dinner with him. 
MARION'. (Sobered by his intensity) You're so 
merciless in your judgments, Dickie. You quite 
frighten me sometimes-you do really. 
- ----- KURT. And so do you me. 
MARION. I do! That's absurd. 
KuRT. You d.o .. (-Bits ":"'a her-) It's like thinking 
:fson fastidious and exacting and finding her 
suddenly-
MARION. Gross-indiscriminating. 
--
.-
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KuRT. {Bluntly) Yes! 
MARION. You know, Dickie, I adore you and I'm 
touched by you and I love you, but I'd hate to live 
in a country where you were Dictator. It would be 
all right while you loved me but when you stopped-
KuRT. It wouldn't make any difference if I stopped 
-I shouldn't be that kind of a Dictator-
MARION. (Glances at him. Almost sadly) I see 
you've thought of it----,"j"} _ 
KuRT. (J.1teN91'Q9~J.};what did you say to Kinni-
cott? 
MARION. Your manner is so-inquisitorial. I 
haven't been able to get used to it,.., 
KuRT. (Heated, angry jealousy')JJ. heard you tell 
Nolan to come back too. How do you think I feel? 
MARION. Dickie! ~
KuRT. When Nolan~ tnere and told me he had 
been your lover, I felt like socking him. Even when 
we're alone together I can't forget that-yet you en-
courage him, and Kinnicott- My God, Marion, you 
seem to like these people. 
MARION. I certainly like Slade. 
KuRT. Well, I don't. She's conceited and over-
bearing. Thinks she can have anything she likes be-
cause she's Orrin Kinnicott's daughter. 
MARION. That's where you're wrong. She's a nice 
girl-and she's unhappy. 
KuRT. (Bitterly) Maladjusted, I suppose! 
MARION. Dickie, Dickie, Dickie! I'm studying you. 
I can see why so many movements against injustice 
become such absolute-tyrannies. 
KuRT. That beautiful detachment again- (He is 
white with fury. He hates her J!h this moment.) 
MARION. (With a littleiattgllfil7l ou hate me, don't 
you? 
KuRT. Yes! Temporizing with these-! Yes-! 
I hate you. (She says nothing; sits there looking at 
him.) These people flout you, they insult you in th~ 
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most flagrant way. God knows I'm not a gentleman, 
but it horrifies me to think of the insufferable arro-
gance of their attitude toward you-as if the final 
insult to their pride and their honor could only come 
from the discovery that this stuffed shirt Nolan had 
once been your lover . The blot on the immaculate 
Tennessee escutcheon! Why, it's the God-damndest 
insolence I ever heard of. And yet you flirt and 
curry favor and bandy with them. And you're amused 
-always amused! 
MARION. Yes. I am amused. 
KuRT. I can't understand such-! 
MARION. Of course you can't. That's the difference 
-=one of tile differences-between twenty-five and 
thirty-five! 
KuRT. If the time ever comes when I'm amused 
by what I should hate, I hope somebody shoots me. 
What did you tell Kinnicott? 
MARION. Nothing. Simply nothing. I saw no point 
in having a scene with him so I inquired into his 
favorite subject. He gave me health hints. He thinks 
tomorrow night he will cajole me-through the exer-
cise of his great personal charm-into giving up my 
plan to publish. 
KuRT. W ell, why didn't you tell him right out that 
you wouldn't? 
MARION. Because I wanted to avoid a scene. 
KuRT. You can't always avoid scenes. That's the 
trouble with you-you expect to go through life as 
if it were a beautifully lit drawing-room with modu-
lated voices making polite chatter. Life isn't a draw-
ing-room! 
MARION. I have-once or twice-suspected it. 
tL.~-'- KuRT. fR-i:sfl"s-j What the devil are you afraid of, 1'/ anyway ? I had a scene today in the office and I was 
'/- ·. ;. ' - prepared for one here-until you let me down-
/ I, MARION. (Lightly) Prepared? I think you were 
J t L 1 eager-
., 
,,· 
.. · 
·.· 
,• . 
.. 
...... 
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What if I was? It's in your behalf, Isn't 
've-! Oh, ·yes, of 
Marion-
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MARION. Hello, Bunny de r. 
NoLAN. (-Sparring for tim ) Excuse me for rush-
ing in on you like this- I-
- -1::... -MARIQl:L._.[ve been expect ng you . 
. '/.... ...V~· That's right! I old you I was coming 
\{. ~ J'(J back, didn't I-
MARION. Y au did-yes. . 
J. n..\)..1.. NoLAN. I must have kno -I must have felt it-
1 ') ·~ 1 what woul~ppen-Mario -
, ~ $ . MARION. Bunny, dear, you re all worked up. Won't 
you~all? 
\ _...:.--=-----:NoLAN. (Crossing L - N , thanks. Mario_B-
•• L~ ./' ARION. es, unny-
r / -I'. NOLAN . I've done it. 
MARION. You've done w tat? /"-~ NoLAN. I've broken with Slade. I've broken with 
.),1'11"'1 - Kinnicott. I've broken wit all of them .. 
MARION. You haven't! 
h NoLAN ~s! I have. 
_y/. ~WcRI01 ,-~oh, Bunn ! 
' ~A,() } · OLAN. (~its em stJf ) When Orrin told me 
what you'd done-that yo were going to give up 
the story-
MARION. But I-
N oLAN. He said he was sure he could get you to 
do it. It all came over m -your generosity-your 
wonderful generosity. 
MARION. (-Be.tyond werd ) Oh, Bunny! (Sits be" 
side-him. She is in a· sort o' laur;hing despair.) 
NoLAN. (,Hardly- netice ·-her attitude. He~r.ushes 
on) I realized in that mo ent that in all this time-
since I'd been seeing yo -I'd been hoping you 
wouldn't give up the story, hat you would go through 
with it, that my career wo 1ld go to smash-
MARION. ~Faintly) Bu ny-
NoLAN. I saw then tha all this-which I'd been 
telling myself I wanted- lade, a career, Washing-
ton, public life-all of it hat I didn't want it, that 
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I was sick at the prospect of it-that I wasn't up to 
it, that I was scared to death of it. I saw all that-
and I told her-I told Slade-
MARION. YOU did ! 
NoLAN. Yes. 
MARION. What did she say? 
NoLAN. She said she knew it. She's clever, that 
girl. She's cleverer than I am. She's cleverer than 
you are. I'm afraid of her clevernes .... I'm uncom-
ortable witli it anon, ow seem stupid and 
· 1cu ous to you-just a Babbitt-clumsy-but I love 
you, Marion. I always have-never anyone else. Let 
me go with you wherever you go- (-Lest she think 
it-a_!!.pr.o.positian..~ I mean-I want to marry you. 
MARION. (Paus.e) I'm terribly touched by this, 
Bunny darling, but I can't marry you. 
NoLAN. Why not? 
MARION. If I married you it would be for the 
wrong reasons. And it wouldn't be in character really 
-neither for me-nor for you. Besides that, I think 
you're wrong about Slade. She's very nice, you know. 
I like her very much. 
NOLAN. I don't understand her. I never will. 
MARION. If you did you'd like her. You better have 
another try. Really, Bunny, I wish you would. 
NOLAN. Letting me down easy, aren't you? 
MARION. It's Slade's manner that shocks you-her 
modem-gestures. If you really understand me-as 
you think you do-I'd really shock you very much, 
Bunny. 
NoLAN. I'll risk it. Marion, my dearest Marion, 
.. won't you give me some hope- ? 
,. ~.,.,·-::-:o .. ___ M,_~,. :ts_~es s~e must t~ll h~m) . Besides-I'm 
m ave. 
NoLAN. (Stunned) Really ! With whom? 
MARION. Dickie- (He ean't get over' this. There 
is a consid-erable pause.) You see, Bunny-
--
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NoLAN. ?Slowly) Do you mean that you and he-
You don't mean that-? 
MARION. Yes, Bunny. 
NoLAN. (-Dazed) Are you going to marry him? 
MARION. No. 
NoLAN. (Pause. He passes his hand ove'f' his fore-
head) This is a shock to me, Marion. 
MARION. (Gently) I thought it only fair to tell 
you. 
NoLAN. (-ln-a sudden passion) You-you- (He 
f eels· like striking· her; controls himself with diffindty) 
Anybody else but him-! f.A.fteaz e mementwa; ise:r? 
.~ _ ~ ! Funny, isn't it ? J oke, isn't it? 
- . lV~ARION. I'm terribly fond of you, Bunny. (:'flakes . 
" his ha1%r:l) I always will be. That kind of tenderness 
outlasts many things. 
NOLAN. fB lindly) I'll go on, I suppose. H MARION. Of course you will ! fHen. • n cazgrur to 
· ~ W1 1 S€P~B~_!8# snti e99t.} Goodbye, Bunn dear. 
I'' Bunny! 
NoLAN. Yes, Marion. 
MARION. Will you do me a favor? 
NoLAN. Yes. 
MARION. Will you please tell Mr. Kinnicott for 
me-that as I've been called out of town suddenly-! 
can't sline with him tomorrow night.,., You will see 
· him, won't you, an you'! e Itq_;.. 
- ./.' LAN. es. rKURT comes m c. There is a silence. 
/ NOLAN forces himself to look at him. KuRT does not 
meet his glance. KuRT is white and shaken-not in 
the least truculent. NOLAN leaves c. A silence again. 
t Stttidmly KuR'f' fjfJ<'J to Jw; ail'l h& t9 l1i £ llneer in 
t ron r r:rf-h'r!"Y.) 
KuRT. (In a whisper, like a child) Please forgive 
'"-- me-
MARION. (Stroking his hair-sits beside him) Yes. 
1 · ~URT. These moods come over me-l can't con-
A~ ·:;:'JJ' 
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trol myself-afterwards I hate myself. It's because 
I love you so much-I can't bear to-
MARION. I know, dear-I know-
KuRT. I'm torn up all the time-torn to bits. 
MARION. I know, dear-
KuRT. When this is all blown over-could we-
do you think-
MARION. What, dear? 
KuRT. If we could only go away together, the two 
of us-somewhere away from people, by ourselves? 
MARION. Why not, Dickie? We can go now, if 
you want to-
• URT. Now? But you're crazy. How can we pos-
y ve now-with the book-
ARION. (Pause) Dickie-! must tell you-A' ~u must tell me what? 
" \ ~~~I~~~aYou must be patient-you must hear me 
.k out for once-you must try to understand my point 
¥:: 1 of view. 
\ 
KuRT. What do you mean? 
MARION. Y au know, Dickie, I've been very 
troubled. I've been sad. I've been very sad abctJt 
you. 
KURT. I was angry-! didn't mean- It was just 
at-
MARION. No, you don't understand. It wasn't your 
anger that troubled me. It was ourselves-the dif-
ference between us-not the years alone but the 
immutab · nee in temperament. Your hates 
ten me, Dickie. These people-poor Bunny, that 
ridiculous fellow Kinnicott-to you these rather 
ineffectual, blundering people symbolize the forces 
that have hurt you and you hate them. But I don't 
hate them. I can't hate them. Without feeling it, I 
can understand your hate but I can't bring myself 
to foster it. To you this book has become a crusade. 
It couldn't be that to me. Do you know, Dickie dear-
and this has made me laugh so to myself-that there 
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was nothing in the book about Bunny that would ever 
have been recognized by anybody. It was an idyllic 
chapter of first-love-that's all-and there was noth-
ing in it that could remotely have been connected with 
the Bunny that is now-
KuRT. So much the better! Think of the spectacle 
J.-;, . th;tll_~~~ of themselves-destroyed by laughter-
~ don't believe in destructive campaigns, 
Dickie-outside of the shocking vulgarity of it all I 
couldn't do it-for the distress it would cause-
KuRT. You've decided not to publish, then? 
" j_MARION. (--Faws:e J I've destroyed the book, Dickie. ~URT. £ ou've destroyed it! 
MARION. Yes. I'm sorry. 
KuRT. You traitor! 
MARION. It seemed the simple thing to do-the 
inevitable thing. 
KuRT. What about me'! You might have consulted 
-H me-after what I've-
~ MARION. I'm terribly sorry-but I couldn't possibly 
; thave published that book. 
#<. • KuRT. (Pause.- In a queer voice) I see now why 
everything is this way- \i'Vhy the injustice and the 
cruelty go on-year after year-century after century 
-without change-because-as they grow older-
people become-tolerant I Things amuse them. I hate 
you and I hate your tolerance. I always did. 
MARION. I know you do. You hate my essential 
quality-the thing ' that is me. That's what I was 
thinking just now and that's what made me sad. 
-...1 Vl ~L ~URT. -(A moment)__...Nothing to be said, is there? 
r -r-Rz-se:s) Goodbye. 
MARION. fRi:JeJ speakJ rcft()J t'll perx~ All right! 
(KuR'f--star-ts to _go U'p C:-) Won't you kiss me good-
bye? 
KuRT. All right. 
MARION. ( G -osses...up after him. They kiss ea1:h 
other passionately. Whispering to him) I would t.ry 
... 
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to change you, I know I would, Dickie. And if I 
changed you I should destroy what makes me love 
you. Goodbye, my darling. Goodbye, my dearest. Go 
quickly. (KtJ~T ·c~osses:..i£fStage_.:and e~it~ c:&«Mtth(J"t t/?lt:t~!f:{ 
, / '-!. ;_ ~~d.:_w!tf! ptt]re.) D1clae-! (..She'--.!..:..._----"=-
1\_ D , ( standS-ther-e-a-mQme-n·t-w-ith-a- liUl-tr smil-e-on-kr!di-p-s. 1 . d ' MARION hugs herself and- crosse t- th· sofa~. nd 
·~/ ~ sits-; -She-.sits there. a mo-ment, then drops ct> head ~~ fv~ L on- the lef-t-arm. of .the sofa. MINNIE enters L. then. 
·-;r. Sh-e-tooks-rJ:t:-M.AR..:r&N- a-m&m·en+;-tl'tenripEfl,.k-&f 
I· )· •- If w 4V· --'r (WARN Curtain.) 
':· ;t gp'i! ']).1INNIE. Are yo1:1 w?rrie,d from ~nything, Marion? 
'-)! MARION. No, Mmme. I mall nght. 
d~ MINNIE. I tink maybe dot telegram bring you bad 
news,__--------
. /---l'VIARION. Telegram? What telegram? 
' ' '"'" -, • · MINNIE. Dot telegram I bring you. 
'?. .!'. MARION. Of course- I haven't even- Where is 
it? 
MINNIE. (-ffavin:g-trHrked rJn-tool r"f!a1"-'{)f-sofa-L. 
and crosses for the telegram, gets -it and- hand*-it to 
~ ~E&N::} There it is I 
Ill t •· X-'-'7:MARI0N.Thank y.,ou,Jv.Iinnie. (-Open teleg.w111-(J.nd 
,i reads it) This is from Heaven. Minnie, I want you 
~,.;ft ....., j , to pack right awa¥ re eaving! 
11. ' . - MINN E.~ :r::e;lvmg? V en? 
• ·'0 ! · MkRION. Right away. Tonight! This is from Fey-
'/- .,( t dief Listen ! {-R:eadr.Y-telegFfM'I'V-aleud- t N-NJEf 
/ "Can get you commission to paint prize winners 
f.. Motion Picture Academy-wire answer at once. 
. . ' I~ ·· Feydie." Someth!f!K 2:L'Yi!YS turns u for me. Pack 
everything, Minnie. (-MINmE crosse Q door- L. 
X: ' ;- / MARION crosses to desk and gets her hat and coat) 
/"' • ( I want to get oqt righL;;rnr_ay __ 
. MINNIE. Don't you tink you better vait till to-
r:..ie·/· ..... - . ") morrow? 
' • MARION. f-(;.~CJss.es...to...botto.m of tairs) No, Minnie . 
. ~nee the temptation to a journey comes into my head 
rt, .. 
'·• .. 
\ 
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I can't bear it till I'm on my way. This time, Minnie, 
we'll have a real trip. From Hollywood we'll go to 
Honolulu and from Honolulu to China. How would 
£ you like that, Minnie ? 
vi.J. {7 '/.(;(. MINNIE. Fine, Marion! Dat crazy Kurt he goes 
with us? /i9 M~,~ MARI~N. No, Min?i~no one-we travel (l.lon~! 
V"~ d (8-h-f!--lP/,tn-s-ttP- to-he~untiz"fL 
~ , .... /- rapidly-'fabl-s,.M --standi~tg looking after he ~ 
I 
r (f. ~- END OF THE PLAY 
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CAST LIST -------"BIOGRAPHY'' 
Mari on - Silvana Simone 
Kurt - Jon Adams 
Slade - Judy Goldman 
Nolan - Jim Straley 
Kinnicott - Jack Sullivan 
Feydak - Harold Cherry 
Minnie - Virginia Yeterian 
Wilson - Walter McGinn 
FIRST READING TIDNIGHT (WED.) AT 7:45 IN ROOM ll6. 
Many thanks to those who read. 
To those not cast: Please keep in mind that "Biography" must 
be rehearsed over a short period of time. other obligations 
were a big factor in casting. 
To those cast: Please keep the same time factor in mindJ 
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Rehearsal schedule week be~inning Mon., March 3 
MON. Mar. 3 
3:30 - 6:30 Acti; Rm. 300 
7:30 .- I.I:OO Act. IIJ; Rm. 300 
TUE. Mar. 4 
3:30- 6:30 Act I~ 
7:30 - II:OO Act I; 
WED. Mar. 5 
Rm. 300 
Rm. 300i No books f or Act I 
3:30 - 4:30 l.JIN!\TIE; upper lobby 
6:00 - 11:00 Act II Rm. , 300 
N tJ 41'0 t::: S : THURS. Mar. 6 
3:00 - 5:00 
6=oo - 11:oo 
MARI ON & KURT; Rm. 300 
Rm. 300 Act III 
FRI. l'.tar. 7 
6: 00 - 11:00 
SAT. Mar. 8 
N 
12:00 ~ Act II 
3:00 Act III 
Act I 
I<. I 
I 
Rm. 300-J: ~u ~; : oo- t1'!Af!IO 1 <:i 1\)oL.ftW, f...vL ~ 
Rm. 300 
Rm. 300 
Please check the board a few dozen times a day 
for any changes that may be posted / 
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